*** NOTICE ***
PUBLIC MEETING
COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Saturday, May 14, 1994
9:30 a.m.
Oregon State Bar Center
5200 Southwest Meadows Road
Lake Oswego, Oregon
AGENDA

1.

Call to order

2.

Approval of April 16, 1994 minutes (see Attachment A)

3.

Status report from Subcommittee on Hospital
Records--oRCP 55 H (Mick Alexander, Rudy Lachenmeier)

4.

Report from Subcommittee on Clarifying Amendment to
ORCP 32 F (Michael Marcus) (see Attachment B)

5.

Report Regarding ORCP 22 C(l) (Rudy Lachenmeier)

6.

status Report from Subcommittee on Findings in connection
with Fee Awards--oRCP 68 C(4) (c) (li) (Mick Alexander)

7.

Other matters for consideration

8.

Old business

9•

New business

10.

"

•
••

Adjournment

#

#

#

#

#
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Minutes of Meeting of April 16, 1994
oregon State Bar Center
5200 Southwest Meadows Road
Lake Oswego, Oregon
Present:

J. Michael Alexander
Jack A. Billings
Marianne Bottini
sid Brockley
Patricia Crain
Mary J. Deits
Stephen L. Gallagher, Jr.
William A. Gaylord

Excused:

William D. Cramer, Sr.
Susan P. Graber
John E. Hart
Nely L. Johnson
John H. McMillan
Michael V. Phillips

Absent:

Stephen J.R. Shepard

Bruce C. Hamlin
Bernard Jolles
John V. Kelly
Rudy R. Lachenmeier
Michael H. Marcus
Milo Pope
Charles A~ Sams
Nancy S. Tauman

Kathy Chase, liaison from the Oregon State Bar Procedure &
Practice Committee, was in attendance. Also present were Maury
Holland, Executive Director, and Gilma Henthorne, Executive
Assistant.

.'
Agenda :Item 1: call to order. In the absence of the Chair
and Vice Chair, the meeting was called to order at 9:40 a.m. by
the Executive Director, who, it was agreed might chair this
meeting.
Agenda :Item 2: Approval of January 15, 1994 minutes. '!'he
minutes of the January 15, 1994 meeting were, without objection,
approved as previously distributed as Attachment A to .the agenda
of this meeting..

:' .

Agenda :Item 3: I:ntroduction of' new members. Everyone
present introduced themselves, inclUding the following new
members: Judge Jl;lckBillings,JudgeMary Deits,.· !UldJudge .
stephen Gallagher~ Ms. Kathy cqase, liaison from the·OSB .•...
Practice & Procedure Committee, also introduced herself.
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Agenda Item 4: status Report from subcommittee on Council's
Future (Bruce Hamlin). The Chair recognized Mr. Hamlin, Chair of
this sUbcommittee, for a report on its activities. For the
benefit of new members he read the budget note appended to the
Council's 1993-95 biennial appropriation bill. He reported that
the subcommittee has held meetings with Representative Mannix,
Senator springer, and Bob Oleson of the OSB. A phone
conversation was also held with Representative Parks in the
absence of an interim JUdiciary Committee.
Based upon these meetings and conversations, Mr. Hamlin
stated that he did not think there is likely to be any concerted
effort in the 1995 session to abolish the Council, or to
restructure it or modify its role. He stated that, while the
subcommittee had not yet reached any final conclusions, it seemed
probable to him that the report it would present to the Council
in response to the House bUdget note would recommend, in
SUbstance, that the council continue in its present form and with
its existing role. However, he cautioned that all indications
are that, given oregon's present fiscal situation, the 1995
session would see a repetition of the effort made in the 1993
session to defund the Council. Prof. Holland added a comment
that many legislators, inclUding those who have no quarrel with
the Council, nonetheless believe that it is, or should be, a Bar
committee and therefore supported by the Bar, or at least not
supported by the taxpayers out of general fund revenues.
Mr. Alexander asked whether members could be provided with a
breakdown of the Council's current biennial bUdget. Mr. Hamlin
responded, on behalf of the subcommittee, that he would see that
copies of the bUdget breakdown are.distributed"to all members.
He concluded by stating that the sUbcommittee would present its
proposed report to the Council at its July or August meeting for
its approval, with any modifications it wished to make, and
forwarding to the Emergency, lloard.

Agenda :Item 5: Report on clarifying amendments to OROP 32 J!'
(Kichael Marcus). The Chair recognized Judge Marcus to report,
on behalf of the pertinent subcommittee, some draft language he
had prepared by way of a clarifying amendment to subsection 32
F(2). (See Attachment B to the agenda of this meeting.) He
briefly reviewed the need for such clarification inadvertently
created by amendments to Rule 32 effective Jan. 1, 1994, in
particular by the latters' abolition of the three discrete
categories of class actions defined by the prior version of ."'
section 32 3. He noted that the present language, of the. rule~
specifically subsection 32 F(2)," could easily be read to require
compliance with the claim fClrmproc:;.edw:;~ip every kind of class
Attachment A-2
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action, including those seeking only injunctive or declaratory
relief. He stated that his proposed language is intended to make
clear that solicitation of claim forms is required only in class
actions in which money damages are individually sought for
members of a plaintiff class, while also seeking to avoid revival
of the heated controversy that has surrounded retention of the
claim form procedure in the past. JUdge Marcus further stated,
however, that a communication had been received by the
subcommittee from Mr. Phil Goldsmith, who has requested that no
formal proposal be made to the Council until he can provide it
with the results of some research he has conducted into some
relevant legislative history. Specifically, he said that the
subcommittee wishes to review Mr. Goldsmith's findings and
further consider whether in light of them language should be
devised that might exclude certain kinds of damage class actions
from the purview of the claim form provision. He also stated
that the subcommittee would endeavor to have some proposed
language for the Council's consideration at its May meeting or as
soon thereafter as possible.
A discussion then ensued as to whether the Oregon Bankers'
Association or other groups that in the past have expressed
special concern about the claim form procedure should be given
notice that the Council will soon be considering an amendment to
subsection 32 F(2). Prof. Holland mentioned that the Bankers'
Association, along with many other interest groups, is included
on the regular mailing list of meeting agendas, including all
attachments. No objection was voiced·to this practice, but there
was a wide diversity of opinion concerning whether it would be
appropriate to go beyond mailing agendas to groups known to be
interested, such as by personally telephoning group
representatives and perhaps specifically inviting them to appear
at a particular meeting and present oral statements on whatever
issues under consideration by the Council particularly concerned.
them. Some members took the 'position that everything that might
be done by way of outreach should be done, but others expressed
concern that contacting particular groups might be regarded as
inconsistent with the Council's obligation of evenhandedness.
Mr. Lachenmeier suggested that copies of agendas might be
distributed to all courthouses for posting on bulletin· boards. He
also agreed with a suggestion of Mr. Gaylord that copies of
meeting agendas be provided to legislators, so that they might
alert constituents having an interest in a matter before the
council. Mr. Gaylord also raised the question of ·whether there
could be some advance. notice, by inclusionin.meetingageJ1das or
otherwise, of~l~he groups or spokespersons EXPected· to .appear· at a
meeting to speak in support or opposition to particular items.

·le ..
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Hamlin mentioned that his subcommittee has been discussing
some ideas along these lines.

Mr.

Judge Brockley moved that any member of the Council should
feel entirely free to contact or notify anyone he or she cared
to. This motion was later amended to say that this advance
notice issue should be taken up at a future meeting. This
discussion concluded without a formal vote on the motion or
consensus, except that, in accordance with JUdge Brockley's
motion, a sense of the meeting emerged that time should probably
be set aside on some future occasion for further discussion of
how most effectively and appropriately the Council might ensure
the widest possible notification to all interested parties of
matters being deliberated by the council, thus minimizing the
possibility of any repetition of past accusations that it
operates in secret or is otherwise inaccessible.
For the benefit of new members Prof. Holland explained that
the council's procedure is that subcommittees report proposed
amendments to the Council for debate and deliberation, which are
usually accompanied by revisions in their language being proposed
by other members. Amendments are then voted upon for tentative
adoption only. At any time following a vote to tentatively adopt
an amendment, the amendment can be recalled for reconsideration
or further revision, at the instance of the pertinent
subcommittee or of any member. He added, however, that because
of an amendment to the council's organic statute enacted by the
1993 Legislature, the october meeting will be the latest time at
Which tentatively adopted amendments could be revised. At the
Council's final meeting prior to the 1995 session, in December,
the only options available to the pouncil will be either finally
to adopt, or not adopt, amendments in the precise form as
previously published to the Bar. This is because of the new
statutory requirement that the exact.· text of any amendments
finally adopted and thus pr9mulgated at the December meeting be
published to the Bar at least thirty days prior to that meeting.
Agenda :Item 6: status report regarding ORCP 69 C (Bruce
HaIIllin) • The Chair recognized Mr. Hamlin to report his
recommendation regarding section 69 C. (See Attachment C to the
agenda of this meeting.) Mr. Hamlin briefly reviewed the
background which led the Council to add what is presently section
69 C. He recalled that in the course of discussion at the
January 15, 1994 meeting there was general agreement that this
provision is neededde.f;pite the court of Appeals decision in".,.
Weaver and weaver, but that it probably shOUld be transferredto',C
, Rule 58. He therefore recommended that what is now section 69 C
become section 58 C. and that the, ,99J11lllent he, had drafted appear
Attachment A-4
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below Rule 69 to alert the bench and bar to this transfer. Mr.
Gaylord moved that Mr. Hamlin's reported draft be tentatively
adopted, which Judge Marcus seconded. Several members asked
whether, if this motion carried, the Council would be adopting
the comment as well as the rules change. Prof. Holland and
others responded that it had not been the Council's practice
formally to adopt comments, but to leave those to staff. Prof.
Holland assured the meeting, however, that he would inclUde the
comment drafted by Mr. Hamlin following Rule 69 as amended, where
people would naturally expect to find an explanation of what had
become of the present section 69 C.
On the call of the question, the motion tentatively to adopt
Mr. Hamlin's reported draft, as set forth in Attachment C,
carried unanimously.
Mr. Hamlin then reported that, as previously suggested, he
had contacted Judge Liepe and stated that the latter had
recommended the addition of language as set forth on p. 7 of
Attachment C. Mr. Hamlin stated that he did not think such
additional language is needed, with which there was general
agreement.

Agenda :Item 7: status report from Subcommittee on Hospital
Rec::ords--oRCP 55 H. In the absence of Mr. Phillips, Mr •
Alexander indicated that little progress had been made since the
January meeting of the Council and that there had been no
meetings of this subcommittee and only one conference call.
Prof. Holland stated that Mr. Phillips had suggested to him that,
owing to the heavy demands of his new practice, it might be
advisable to reassign the responsi~ilities of subcommittee chair.
Prof. Holland said that he would promptly bring this situation to
the attention of Mr. Hart. Judge Brockley said that, on the
basis of the single conference call in Which he had participated,
he believes the issues presEJnted by the effort to make section
55 H more workable are numerous and complex.
Ms. 'l'aumaJ1 asked to be provided with the packet of
background information earlier furnished to the members of the
subcommittee, in response to which it was agreed that :the
Executive Director would distribute copies of this packet to all
members ·for their information and for any suggestions or ideas
they might have.

'"

Hr. Lachenmeierstat~d that the responses of .some hospitallil
to subpoenas of patient records· appear to be. a~ pres~t highly,;,fi';,
confused, largely because various federal and state regulations
are being interpreted,
not
only to shield
cE!1;"tain records, but ..
..
. ..
--'\
,
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also to prohibit even disclosure of their existence or that some
are being withheld.
Aqendaxtem 8: lUnendment to ORCP 15 A as Proposed by the
practice & Procedure committee of the Oregon State Bar (see
Attachment D to the Agenda of this meetinq). This proposed
amendment was reported by the Chair as beinq recommended by the
OSB Practice & Procedure Committee for tentative adoption by the
Council (see p, D-1 of Attachments to meeting agenda). Mr.
Hamlin moved the tentative adoption of the proposed amendment and
Judge Pope seconded the motion. Some members questioned whether
the anibiquity to which this proposed amendment seems addressed is
one that causes problems with any frequency. Judqe Marcus stated
that extendinq filing times inevitably slows the pace of
litiqation to some extent, and pointed out that the problem of
ambiquity could be just as well resolved by providing that all
replies to counterclaims and answers to cross-claims must be
filed within ten days as by providing, as this proposed amendment
would do, that all must be filed within thirty days. In other
words, he said, any possible doubt could be just as effectively
dispelled in favor of ten rather than thirty days. Some members
replied to this point that they didn't believe that the
difference between ten and thirty days would have siqnificant
impact on·the overall speed with which litiqation is conducted.
Mr. Lachenmeier asked Ms. Chase how broadly support for this
amendment was shared among members of the Practice & Procedure
Committee. The latter responded that only a few such members
regarded the amendment was especially important, but that no
members appeared to think it was a bad idea. Judqe Billing's
stated that, from a District Court perspective, the difference
between ten and thirty days would ~ave no siqnificant impact.
Judqe Brockley and others noted that, in federal practice, the
. uniform period for filing responsive pleadinqs is -twenty days.
On the call of the question, this motion was adopted by a vote of
13 in favor, 3 opposed and 1)0 abstentions.
Aqenda 1:tem ,: Report regardinq trial court findinqs in
co:nnection with fee awards; ORCP 68 C(4) (c) (ii): Hick Alexander.
Mr. Alexander was recoqnized to report on any early conclusions
reached by the subcommittee appointed at the Council's Jan. 15,
1994 meetinq to consider whether sUbparaqraph 68 C(4) (c) (ii)
should be amended to require findinqs of fact in connection with
trial court rulinqs on attorney fee petitions and objections.
This matter was raised at that meetinq by Justice Durham. Mr.
Alexander reported .that this subcommittee had had one lenqthy
discussion of this question; from which it became apparent that
the issues involved are quite difficult ones, 'that no consensus
had yet formed within the subcommit:tE;\~, but that there was a
r.
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general sense that the problem raised by Justice Durham seemed
important enough to warrant more thought and attention. Ms.
Crain and Judge Deits both commented that any requirement of
findings would necessarily increase the jUdicial workload, at
both the trial and appellate court levels. Messrs. Alexander and
Gaylord responded that the increased workload was fully
understood to be involved, and therefore the question is whether
such increase would be worth that cost in terms of greater
clarity and more principled decisionmaking. JUdge Marcus noted
that the considerable number of AWOP decisions in the Court of
Appeals is suggestive of that Court's limited existing capacity
to publish articulated reasoning in the process of resolving all
the issues that come before it. Judge Sams stated that his
practice is always to provide findings and conclusions even in
the absence of any mandate in the rules. Ms. Tauman said that
her experience suggests that there might be some value to
practitioners in being able to request formal findings. She also
volunteered to serve as a member of this subcommittee, to which
the meeting agreed on behalf of Mr. Hart. This discussion ended
without any formal action by the Council, but with general
agreement that the subcommittee should continue its deliberations
on the premise that this issue should not at this point be
summarily dismissed from the current biennial agenda.
Agenda xtem 10: Report regarding OROP 22 (Rudy
Lachenmeier). Mr. Lachenmeier stated that he had no formal report
or recommendations to present at this meeting, but expects to
recommend some clarifying amendments to this rule at the May
meeting or subsequently. He reiterated the concern expressed at
the January meeting that there appear to be some confusingly
inconsistent word usages in the present text of subsection 22
C(l), in particular the use of "shall" in contrast to "may"
elsewhere in the subsection, which might lead to the inference
that third-party counterclaims.againstthird..,.party plaintiffs are
compulsory, as opposed to ~~ general rule in oregon practice
that all counterclaims are permissive only. Mr. Lachenmeier
added that he had had some conversations with authors of relevant
CLE materials, which left him more persuaded that the
possibilities of confusion are real. He said that, in drafting
his proposed amendments, he would obtain more informat.ion
respecting pertinent legislative history.
Mr. Lachenmeier went on to say that,' in the course of his
examination of subsection 22 C(l), he discovered something else
that might co~titute a' probl~ worth addressing. That is the
w:ording that requires both leave of court and agreelllent o f ' " '
existing parties in order for a third-party complaint and summons

to

be

a

serv~on _spec:=::~ l~dant

-- than
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days after service of plaintiff's complaint and summons on the
third-party plaintiff. He asked whether any members knew the
origins of this dual requirement and its rationale. Mr. Hamlin
responded that during the period when ORCP 1 through 64 had been
promulgated for comment, but not yet effective, many people came
forward to urge some important changes, including some who urged
total disallowance of third-party practice. The existing 90-day
limit, with the two requirements for its being overcome, was a
compromise deemed necessary in order to preserve the entire
device of third-party practice. Mr. Hamlin expressed the opinion
that, since those early days, the Bar has become very much less
uneasy about third-party practice, and therefore he would be
inclined to perhaps get rid of the 90-day limitation or at least
make it easier to surmount in appropriate cases. It was then
pointed out that there was no need to thrash out all these issues
now, but that Mr. Lachenmeier should be given a sense of the
meeting whether the Council wished him to continue with this work
or not. The sense of the meeting was that Mr. Lachenmeier should
so proceed, and he stated that he would attempt to have a formal
report with some recommendation at the May meeting.
Agenda Item 11: Other matters for consideration. In
response to an inquiry from the Chair, no members proposed
additional matters for the Council's consideration during the
1993-95 oiennium.
Agenda Item 12: Old business. There was no response to the
Chair's inquiry whether any member wished to raise an item of old
business.
Agenda Item 13: New business., There was no response to the
Chair's inquiry whether any member' wished to raise an item of new
business.
Agenda Item 14:
11:40 a.m.

Adjour~ent.

The meeting was adjourned at

Respectfully submitted,

~A·~·
Maurice J. Holland

Executive Director and
Chair Pro·Tem.
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OISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON
for Muc..TNOMAH COUNTY

OEPARfMEUT NUMBER 12

1.021

~ S T FOuRTH

AveNUE

.

MICHAEL H. MARCUS

F'C)FtT\..ANO. OREGON" 9':7204

Prof. Maury Holland
Executive Director
Council on Court Procedures
University of Oregon
School of law Room 331
1101 Kincaid Street
Eugene OR 97403

February 26, 1994

Dear Prof. Holland:
Although I expected to be added to the class action subcommittee, it wasn't until I ~
received Phil Goldsmith's letter that I realized the next step was mine, but here's my
suggestion for what it's worth:

..

.' . .
. or to
ClItly
•udgment againsta defcndan the eew:tsIuIIl request members of the class
; ., ,...~. ',; . ~ . submita statement in a fonn prescribed by thecourt .
requesting afiinnative relief which may also, where appropriate" require infotmation
regarding the nature ofthe loss. injwy. claiiu, uiulsactional relationship, or damage. The
statement shall be designed to meet the ends ofjustice. In determining the fonn of the
statement, the court shall considerthe nature of the acts of the defendant, the amount of
knowledge a'class member woul4
, have about the extent of such member's damages, the
nature of the class includingthe probabledegreeofsophistication of its membcn, and the
availabilityof relevantinfonnation from soun:es other than the individual classmembers. .
The amount of damages assessed against the defendantshall not exceed the total amount
ofdamagesdetermined to be allowableby the court for each individualclassmember who
has filed a statement required by the court, assessable court costs, and an award of
attorney fees, if any, as detennined by the court.
.

Be

,

{...-~ ',"1.

Of course, t would have no objection to a provision allowing the court to dispense
with a claim form if it has all the information it needs upon which to base any calculation,
or if the parties waive the claim form requirement. but I suspect the former would exceed
our delicate mission. Should we meet or conference cam?

-,

'

...-

AttachnEnt B

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, Oregon 974.G3-1221

Telephone: (503) 346-3990
Fac:simile: (503) 346-1564

May 5, 1994

To:

CHAIR AND MEMBERS, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

From:

Maury Holland, Executive

Re:

Material Supplementing the May 14, 1994 Agenda

Director.rtu.~.#\

Attached are materials provided to supplement the Agenda for
the May 14, 1994 meeting as previously distributed April 29,
1994:

I. Attachment C (see agenda item 5): Report of Rudy
Lachenmeier relating to ORCP 22 C(lr
II. Attachment D (see agenda item 6): Report o.f Subcommittee
on Findings in Connection with Attorney Fee Awards, ORCP 68 C
(4) (c) (ii).

III. Attachment E (see agenda item 7): Letter to Pat crain
from Ronald K. CUe.
Attachments A and B were included with the May 14, 1994
agenda as previously circulated.

•

LACHENMEIER. ENLOE
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LAw

2'49 N.E. BROADI'l7AY

lIlY D. ENlDE
IWDY L tAQIENMEIER
NART1N M. RAIL-

RALL

POlm.ANt>. OREGON 97232

PA!W.EGAI.
CYNOEE A. READDEAN

(S03) 287·277S
FACSIMILE

nMOTHY J. HElNSON
USA A. AMAtOMAJUC E DEEMS
ANDREW H. VAN BUREN

(S03)

281·966~

April 27, 1994

Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director
Council on Court Procedures
cIa University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, Oregon 97403-1221
Dear Mr. Holland:
Enclosed is a copy of thE,: changes I propose to make to ORCP
22, that is£ changing the mandatory words "shall" to the words
"may. " I would appreciate any legislative h.i.story you have on
how the word "shalP got in there to start with and your comments
about whether changing it to "may" will solve the ambiguity as to
whether or not this provision was intended to be mandatory. My
belief is that the entire Bar has always assumed that it was not
mandatory, and if that is the case, we are probably going to need
some COllllllel1tary that suggests that the councll views ~ as a . .
clarification rather than as a change in the rule. Additionally,
the comment probably ought to contain some caveat that the change
is intended to be procedural only and that under some .
ci.rcumstances a court may still find that fai.lureto bring a
counterclaim constitutes collateral estoppel or claimed
preclusion.
Also, concerning these changes, I note that the senteDce
contaJnfng the first "shall" ends with Ii reference to sections A
and B of this rule, while the end of the sentence contaJnJng the
second. "sha1l" uses the words "as provided in this rule." I
would appreciate your thoughts as to whether that needs to be
changed to make them both consistent, or whether there 18 a
reason for the difference in the use of the language.
'the other unrelated change which I would like thE!"councll to
consider, relates to the language in C(l) that requires the
agreement of· parties who .~ a ~ as. well as ~~ of court
after 90 days fo~g service. I woul,d appreciate .the legisl~
tive hatory
that xe-lates.to
~:,.;c...
."'-....._. _ _..__
....,._.. ·.....ethat
1_--tltmguage•.
..- ...... ] . . _ '..H.r·UDderst~lJ1cUng.
...._
'"'-'-__.........._ ..•
.
. ......- .... ~ .......WV""VML'-'D.,:~~~_ ... /...u
,.~
'"""u.~"'·::...,...·.'......,
'::.~. ...~~ao:~~~~.~,~_,
..;.. ;. ,;,:,~
.meet1i1g·i;as .that 'in ·1982, 'whenthe 90-day ~ 1bi1.t·1angUage
added to Ru1e22 C(l), it was done so because third-party prac-:,
.~

was ', ,.
.. .

.•

,

." '.

. ,,!'i!!lj~~\itj;~'f~flfj{~i!tiii4~·;,~ktjGUt~~1~);It~~0j" .,.".;~}i;

Maurice J. Holland
Apr.il 27, 1994
page 2
tice itself was being threatened. I would appreciate the legislative history that went with the 1982 changes, by which I mean
the Council on Court Procedures minutes that related to it. I
would also like to know whether the prior rule had some language
in it telling the courts that leave should only be granted under
circumstances such as when it is not being interposed for purposes of delaying trial or otherwise interfering with the judicious handling of the case or something to that affect. If it
did not, do you think some language like that should be added?
The staff comments in the 1994 Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure
handbook reference the Council adding a fourth sentence to
subsection 22C( 1), but the fourth sentence of the rule now seems
not to relate to that staff comment at all. Maybe you can
clarify that for me as well.
Returning to my original proposed changes, it occurs to me
that there might be reasons to make mandatory that third-party
defendants ~ssert any defenses they have as provided in Rule 21,
and make permissive the rest of that sentence by adding the words
-may assert- after the word -and- and before -counterclaims. - I
would appreciate your counsel in that regard as well.
Finally, I am wondering in my own mind if provision D(1)
referencing Ru1es 28 and 29 may sometimes be used to avoid the
90-day dead] ine of the third-part:;y practice 2:Ule and why there
appears to be no time constraints in either Rule 28 or 29 simi] ar
to the 90-day rule in Rule 22.
Obviously, the more I study this, the more apparent it is to
me that I need your guidance. I appreciate your help.

#:BBW£.....
Sincerely yours,

Rudy R. Lachenmeier
BRL:mm
enclosure

"':"',
"
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RULE 22.

A.

COtJN'.rERCLAIMS, CROSS--cLA:I:MS,
AND THIRD PARTY CL.lUHS

Counterclaims.

A(l) Each defendant may set forth as many counterclaims,
both legal and equitable, as such defendant may have against a
plaintiff.
A(2) A counterclaim mayor may not djminish or defeat the
recovery sought by the opposing party. It may claim relief
exceeding in amount or different in kind from that sought in the
pleading of the opposing party.
B.

Cross-Claim Against Codefendant.

B(l) In any action where two or more parties are joined as
defendants, any defendant may in such defendant's answer allege a
cross-elaim against any other defendant. A cross-claim asserted
against a codefendant must be one existing in favor of the
defendant asserting the cross-claim and against another
defendant, between whom a separate judgment might be had in the
action and shall be (a) one arising out of the occurrence or
transaction set forth in the complaint; or (b) related to any
property that is the subject matter of the action brought by
plaintiff.
.
B(2) A cross-elaim may include a claim that the defendant
against whom i t is asserted is liable, or may be 1.ieble, to the
defend'IDt asserting the cross-elaim for all or part of the claim
asserted by the plaintiff.

B( 3) An answer conte i ni ng a cross-elaim shall be served
upon the parties who have appeared•

•
c.

ft..b:d. part;;y Practice.

,C(l) After COIIlIIlencement of the action, a defending partr,
as a t:h1x:d party plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to
be served upon a person not a party to the action wo is or may
be liable to the third party plaintiff for all or part of the
plaintiff's claim against the t:h1x:d party plaintiff as a matter
of right not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiff's
summons and complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the
tJdrd party plaintiff must obtain agreement of parties"wo have
appeared and leave of court. ~he person served with the summons
and t:h1rd party complaint, hereinafter called the third partr
defendant, sh911 •
assert any defenses to the third partr
p~t1ff'8 claim as provided .in Rule 21 and counterclaims
, ,agd,nst tb.ethird party plaJJ.it.iff and,cxoss~lafms·againStoth~;i"';;;/~¥.,
t:h1x:d ~ defendants asprov!ded !.n. sections A and B ofth1s~·'~'
'iIle t:h1x:d party defendant may assert against the plaintiff
any defenses which the third party ,plaintiff. has 1:0. the
"
plaintiff's claim. ~ethird party defendant may also assert any

rule.

,.,

'~

..

claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or
occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiff's claim
against the third party plaintiff. The plaintiff may assert any
claim against the third party defendant arising out of the
transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the
plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff, and the
third party defendant thereupon shall m~ assert the third party
defendant's counterclaims and cross-elaims as provided in this
rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for
its severance or separate trial. A third party may proceed under
this section against any person not a party to the action who is
or may be liable to the third party defendant for all or part of
the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.
C(2) A plaintiff against whom a counterclaim has been
asserted may cause a third party to be brought in under
circumstance which would entitle a defendant to do so under
subsection C(l) of this.section.
D.

Joinder of Additional Parties.

D(l) Persons other than those made parties to the original
action may J?e made parties to a counterclaim or cross-claim in
accordance with the provisions of Rules 28 and 29.
D(2)

A defendant may, in an action on a contract brought by

an assignee of rights under that contract, join as parties to
that action a1l or any persons liable for attorney fees under ORS
20.097. As used .in this subsection ·contract· includes any
J.nstrument or document evidencing a debt.
D( 3) :In any action against a party joined under this
sec:tiQn of this rule, the party joined sha1l be treated as a
defendant for purposes of service of SUllllllOns and time to answer
under Rule 7.

E.
separate ~ial. Upon motion of any party or on the
court's own -.1D.itiative, the court may o ~ a separate tr1a1of
any counterclaim, cross-elaim, or third pm:ty clafm so alleged if
to do so lIOUldl
(1) be more convenient1 (2) avoid prejudice, or
(3) be more econom.ica1 and expedite the matter.
I' .._ eUect1_ or-a&r1' 1, 1,.2, or8lla&r1' 1, 1"'.1
1,-

;
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene.. Oregon 97403-1221

Telephone: (503) 346-3990
Facsimile: (503) 346-1564

ATTACHMENT C-5

.'
May 5, 1994
To:

RUdy Lachenmeier

From: Maury Holland ')(,4,
Re:

H-,

Response to Your Letter Dated 4/27/94

I shall try as best I can to respond to the queries in your
April 27 letter. In the limited time available during exam
period, I have not been able to touch upon every point you raise,
but have tried to cover most of the bases. Following the
discussion at the May 14 meeting, it might be clear that more
work on my part is needed, which I would naturally be happy to
undertake.
.
1. Question One: What accounts for the two "shalls" in the
following quoted text of subsection 22 C(l)?:
C(l) ••• The person servCad. with the summons
and third party complaint, hereinafter called the
third party defendant, shall assert any defenses to
the third party plaintiff's claim as provided in Rule
21 and counterclaims against the third party plaintiff
and cross-elaims against other third party defendants
as provided in sections A and B of this rule. The
third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff
any defenses which the third party plaintiff bas to the
plaintiff's claim. The third party defendant may also
assert any claim against the plaintiff arising out of
the transaction or occurrence that is the subject
matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third
party plaintiff, and the third party defendant
thereupon shall assert the third party defendant's
defenses as provided in Rule 21 and the third party
d(!fendant's counterclaims and cross-elaims as provided in this rule. (Underlining added) {This could be
coll9CJU,!ally known as the -two-Exedrin headache rule.}

.: ; .
'... "'Answer ODe: 'l'he· abov:e quoted;:;~'i1e:ill~'.~~"'~.,i'ii*~~~~:
exact1y as given since the original promu1qationoftheORCP inn
..
1978 and as first effective in 1980. The c~entsto the 1978 ;';\
.
.::'..'.,

".{:',:;s:.

J?j;~\F·!';;!;(fifkl~~~"~g1:§i~~;t~ti*~:~;S';#~ij'~.1%f' ;,;:,j~~~;

ATTACHMENT C-6
promulgation stated that the subsection of which this language
was a part was copied from the counterpart provisions of the ORS
that were repealed by the 1979 legislature. I have not had the
time to verify this or to trace back the evolution of this
language before the 1978 promulgation of the ORCP. I doubt
whether an excursion back into the ORS predecessors of 22 C(l)
would yield any helpful legislative history.
I believe there is a ready explanation for the specific
mixing of "shalls" with "mays" in this sUbsection, a mixing that
is, incidentally, exactly duplicated in FRCP 14(a). The apparent
explanation for this is that every pleading contemplated by
22 C(l) is clearly permissive, except that of course third party
defendants must file answers or responsive motions to third party
complaints and also must file answers or responsive motions to
any complaint that might be filed against them by a plaintiff.
The ambiguity you have spotted derives from the linguistically
possible readings of both "shalls" to modify "counterclaims" and
"cross-claims" as well as "assert any defenses." Some Council
members have expressed the belief that any possible ambiguity is
adequately dispelled by the phrases "as provided in sections A
and B of this rule" and "as provided in this rule" which
respectively follow the two "shalls." For what it is worth, my
own view is that this view is correct. But there is no question
that, as suggested in your letter, any possible argument could be
precluded by tinkering with these "shalls." I frankly do not
favor the amendment you have drafted (see pp. C-3 and C-4),
however, because it would simply reverse the ambiguity by
creating the possible inference, however unlikely, that pleading
defenses is optional on the part of a third party defendant. The
only way totally to obviate Whatever ambiguity exists would be as
follows (additions in bold underlined):
22 C(l) ••• The person served with the
summons and third party complaint, ••• shall assert
any defenses to the third party plaintiff's claim as
provided in Rule 21 an4 may assert counterclaims
against the third party plaintiff and cross-elaims
against other third party defendants as provided in
sections A and B of this rule. ••• The plaintiff
may assert any claim against the third party def~dant
arising out of the transaction, or occurrence that is the
subject matter of the plaintiff's claim against the
third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant
thereupon ~l assert, the third party ~endant's defenses as"provided tnRule 21an~ ,"yasser.1;the third

party, de~encknt"B;.'~J:~andcrOSB~18tms,;.1lS,<,,":!:.
,:';i;"c:i',',
provided in thisz:i1le. ',' {ftus giving us a 3-2Xedrin
headache -rule.)

'

ATTACHMENT C-7
The question obviously is whether the ambiguity you
correctly perceived is troublesome enough to warrant larding up
the text of this sUbsection with the clarifying language I have
suggested or some equivalent. I am aware of no appellate opinion
that suggests that any trial jUdge has had trouble with this, but
of course there is no doubt that a lot of needless argumentation
goes on in the trial courts that might not get picked up in
appellate opinions. My own view is that no clarifying amendment
is needed, but naturally the full Council will make the call.

.'

2.
Question Two. Does any significance attach to the fact
that the first sentence in the above-quoted text ends: "as
provided in sections A. and B. of this rule," whereas the final
sentence concludes: "as provided in this rule"?

Answer Two. This language has appeared in this
subsection from the original promulgation ,to the present. I
cannot find any basis for, or imagine, any intended difference in
meaning. On the other hand, this variation seems entirely
harmless. It would be a simple matter to delete "sections A and
B of," so that the phrase would read: "as provided in this rule,"
consistently with its subsequent appearance.
3. ouestion 'fhree. What does the Council's legislative
history disclose about the 90-day limitation on filing third
party complaints?

Answer '.rhree. The legislative history is quite
interesting--our own JUdge Marcus makes a brief appearance, so
have attached relevant minutes as pp. C-8 - C-30.

I

4. ouestion'our. Why do Rules 28 and 29 contain no
comparable time limitation and, lacking such, could they, by a
billiard shot off subsection 22 D(1), be used to evade the 90-day
limitation of subsection 22 C(1)?

Answer lOur. Not to worry. Rules 28 and 29 deal with
permissive and mandatory joinder of additional parties,
respectively. Such additional parties either mayor must be
added by counterclaimants or cross-claimants. Hence these
additional parties must be named as additional defendants no
later than the date by Which the relevant answer incl~ding
counterclaims or cross-cla1ms is filed, leaving aside amended
answers, if they are to be named and served at all. Pursuant to
ORCP 13 B, both counterclaims and cross-claims "may" be included
.in an answer, but they must be so included i,f a defendant chooses
to assert them in the same action. The combined effect.of,ORCP"
15 Aand? t:(2)1s thatanswers:ineluding ~.1aimsor;Qro~~
claims, like those that merely assert defenses, must be filed'
within 30 days of service of the relevant complaint.

:..::....

.'

.'

Minutes of Meeting - 1/23/82'
Page 2
will be made at the 5% level.
Mr. Haldane then brought to the attention of the Council a letter
from Mr. Craig Bachman of the Oregon State Bar Committee on Uniform
State laws requesting Council reacion to the Uniform Certification of
Questions of law Act. Discussion followed which demonstrated the belief on
the part of the members of the Council that certification of questions of
law does not fall within the statutory charge to the Council and that no
action or position should be taken on the question.
Mr. Haldane reported communications from a number of sources urging
the Council to take up the question of procedures in small claims courts.
After some discussion, Mr. Haldane was directed to look into the question
further and determine if a real need existed for a revamping of small
claims procedures.
'

Mr. McEwen suggested that he would subsequently appoint a subcommittee to stUdy small claims procedures if it was deemed necessary.

t,

No 'members of the subcommittee on ORCP 44 E. were present, but
Mr. Haldane reported a communication from Mr. sahlstrom indicating that the
subCOlll1\ittee was working on the problem. Mr. Walton indicated that he
also was working on the proposal to amend ORCP 44 E.
"'
'

I

Mr. Gronso raised the question of third party practice under ORCP 22.

SollIe of his concerns had been expressed in a letter to Council members dated

•

"

~
,

~~
.......

.... .

November 18, 1981. One concern expressed in that letter was that of the
possibility of cross-claims being filed against defendants already in
default and who would therefore not necessarily be served with a cross-elailll.
While he felt that third party practice is desirable and even needed in
SOlIle eases, his concern was broader than tIi.e bsue raised in his letter.
He stated it was his belief that third party practice increases the costs
and the time involved in lawsuits. Mr. Pozzi referred to a COllIlIInication
he had received iTem Mr. 'Bruce Spaulding complaining about the need for
finas to withdraw when it appeared necessary to file a cross-elaill against
another client. Judge Wells referred to a coammication he had received
indicati~g that the Bar"s Pleading and Praettce Cdlmmfttee was looking into
the question of third party practice and suggested a coordinated approach. '
Following a general discussfon. Mr. 61"00$0 IllOved, with Mr. Walton"s second.
to re-evaluate the desirability of third party practice, inclUding cressclaims'. The motion passed with only Messrs. Butler and McEw~ voting no. .
Mr. McEwen appointed a subcolml1ttee to be chaired by Judge Dale and composed
of Messrs. Pozzi, Gronso, McEwen. and Crowe.
Mr. Haldane was directed to: advertise to the bar the fact tIlat the
,." Council would .be considerins. ~: question of :tbi~ party practice in l".',', :io,}' "
attellq)t,to gather info~OIl'~~lng,~r1~cesJmder,
the rule.":'';,';;;''<'l:>:~:',~irf,:-''''
.
.
.
~

~

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Third Party Practice Subcommittee
Minutes of Meeting He:).d May 8,·1982
Judge Dale's Courtroom
Multnomah County Courthouse
Portland, Oregon

The third party practice subcommi.ttee of the Council
on Court Procedures met at 10:15 a.m. on Saturday, May 8,
1982, in Judge Dale's Courtroom, Multnomah County Courthouse, Portland, Oregon. Judge Dale was out of town and
could not attend. Present were subcommittee members
Austin Crowe, Wendell Gronso, Don McEwen, and Frank Pozzi.
Also present was Douglas Haldane of the Council staff.
The subconmrl.ttee reviewed proposed amendments to
Rule 22 which had been forwarded from the Pleading and
Practice Committee of the Oregon State Bar. A copy of
the Bar Committee's discussion and proposal is attached
as Exhiliit A to these minutes.
Mr. Gronso and Mr.. Pozzi appeared firm in their
resolve to move the abolition of third party practice in
Oregon, while Mr. McEwen and Mr. Crowe were equally
adamant in their belief that third party practice should
be retained.

The subconmrl.ttee was deadlocked and decided to refer
the matter to the Council as a whole.
The meeting adjourned at ,11:05 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Douglas A. Haldane
Executive Director
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PROCEDtmE AND PRACTICE COMMITTEE

•

THIRD-PARTY PRACTI.cE

During its 1981-1982 term. the Committee has undertaken
to study "and consider the area of third-party practice in Oregon,

specifically ORCP 22C.

The examination has focused on the

desirability of retaining the rule in its present form, modifying/
amending its provisions or abandoning third-party practice
altogether.

In the past few months, the Committee members have

attempted to solicit the comments from practicing trial attorneys,
both from the plaintiff and defense bars, concerning the merits
of and their experience with third-party practice.

In addition,

we have sought the written comments, opinions and recommendations

.

.

from the state's circuit court jUdges.
~ ....c.

ORCP 2a:C. and its predecessor, ORS 16.315, were modeled
after FRCP 14 (a) and have been in effect in Oregon since 1975.
Especially in the last couple of years, there has been a considerable
undercurrent of ferment with respect to the propriety of continUed
utilization -of third-party practice in Oregon.

In fact. iii. 1981.

the Council on Court Procedures voted to abolish third-party
practice-a decision later rescinded.

Currently. the Council is

aqain W)dertakinq to review the area.

At the commencement of its

current term, the

Committe~

on Procedure and Practice thought it

desirable to undertake an empirical e.'Camina tion of this area and
make its specific recommendations to the Board of Bar 'Governors.
In short, the lawyers whom the Committee· interviewed

-

and consu1ted generally felt that althouqh'.. the thi.rd-party
....
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practice statute.was occasionally abused,in the overall prospective
it had been an effective procedural device and should be retained.
The. feeling was echoed amongst the members of the Bar that thirdparty practice in many instances contributed

to

the settlement of

cases which would otherwise have to be tried---for example, by
forcing the ultimate indemnitor(s) into the primary litigation.
The lawyers also felt that generally third-party practic"e was a
timesaving device, cutting down on discovery costs and often
avoiding the necessity for multiple trials.

Those attorneys who

had actually been through a third-party trial recognized the
added complexity, of the proceeding, but felt that it was not
that much more cumbersome or difficult than any case inVOlving
multiple defendants with opposing interests or positions.
On the other hand, the judges who responqed to the
COmmittee's questionnaire were overwhelmingly
ishing third-party practice.

~

favor of abol-

Of the approximately 25 written

responses received 'from the circuit court judges, only three
indicated that their experience with third-party practice had
been favorable.

Amongst the reasons cited by t.'le judges for

their position were:
1.

Delays in getting a third-party practice case at

issue--usually because of procrastination and delay betoAeen the
third-party plaintiff and the third-party defendant.
,.

2.

'Third-party practice seems inherently to foster
.

increased and costly lI\Otion practice.
3.

.

'Delays in
"

institli~inq

the third-party
action, .
, ..

(

(
•

~(,,'"I\<"t (;-l·~

3.-

M-ra: CAMCK'vt e.-I "2•
often forcing the otherwise deserving plaintiff to wait months
and even years to have his/her

c~aim

litigated (though, as.

mentioned, this sympathetic position for the deserving plaintiff
seems more a COncern of the judiciary than of the plaintiff's
bar) •

4.

Discovery is complicated and delayed---often the

third-party defendant desires to engage in discovery that has
already been covered in the principal case, before the thirdparty complaint was filed.
5.

Tbe trial of a third-party case becomes unwieldy,

cumbersome and complicated.

It is difficult to frame issues,

it is even more difficult to instruct, and the jury seems often
confused.
The Committee has given careful attention to the input
\-

received, and we are particularly concerned with the jUdiciary's
.neqative reaction to third-party practice.

It is our feeling,

I:owever, that ORCP 22C. shOUld' not at this time b~ abandoned and
that the tools presently exist within the statute to control most
of the complaints raised by the jUdges.
The primary indictment of third-party practice from the
judges' .point of view consists· of the delay involved in first
flling the third-party complaint and then in qettinq the case to
trial.

ORCP 22C., }x:)wever, undisputedly gives the court a wide

latitude in qrantinq or denyinq leave to file. the thiid-party
complaint When more than 10 days. have passed

has flled
his Original answer.
.
.
"

.

"
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a~ter

the defendant

It may be reflective of t.'le

"

.

;
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relative embryonic stage of third-party practice in Oregon, yet
the Committee wonders why the courts, concerned with delays and
docketing problems, would permit a defendant to file a thirdparty complaint when it quite clearly

~~uld

result in a significant

delay of the proceeding or if it would prejudice the rights qf
the original plaintiff.

Denying such leave would certainly not

be reversible error absent a clear abuse of discretion by the

trial court.
Moreover, ORCP 22C. specifically gives any party,
presumably at any time in the proceeding, the right to strike the
third-party claim or to segregate or sever the third-party issue.
If a plaintiff has been frustrated or stymied in its efforts

to

obtain an early "day in court,· such a motion should be made and
the court should be sensitive to the plaintiff's position.

• :i
\ v.,

Finally, ORCP 22E. specifically gives the court the
right, even on its own motion, to segregate or sever the thirdparty claim.

Arguably,

thi~

device can and should be used in

any instance where the court in its jUdgment feels the thirdparty specter will undul.y complicate. the trial or where the
parties cannot agree on a reasonable procedural format for the
conduct of the trial itself.
\iith due consideration, though, to the concerns of the
jUdges, the Committee undertook to examine the provisions of
ORCP 22C. in an effort to perhaps

~tengthen

the trial"court's

control over third-party practice litigation and to eliminate
the potential prejudice to the original'

-,

cla~ant.

Accordingly,

<...
the Committee had recommended that ORCP 22C. be amended to read
as follows:

(The underlined portions reflect the proposed

changes. )
C.

'*

Third-Party Practice.

C. (1) At any time after commencement of the
action, a defending party, as third-party
plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint
to be served upon a person not a party to the
action who is or may be liable to the thirdparty plaintiff for all or a part of the
plaintiff's claim against the third-party
plaintiff. The third-party plaintiff need
not obtain leave to make the service if the
third-party complaint is filed not later than
10 days after service of the third-party
plaintiff's original answer. Otherwise, the
third-party plaintiff must obtain leave on
motion upon notice to all parties to the action
and upon showing that cae third-part
laintiff
as acte<1 WJ.t. ue oJ. J.gence J.n n. J.ng the thl.rdparty cOJllplaint. Such leave shall not be given
1f 1t would SUbstantially prejudice the rights
of. existing parties or would unreasonably delay
or unduly complicate the tnal of the matter.
In.qrantJ.nq leave to [1le a thiro-party complaint,
the court ma 00 SO unoer sucn terms ana condJ.tJ.ons
as J.t eems approprJ.ate. • •• At any tJ.me prJ.or
to commencement of trl.al, any party may move to
strike the thJ.rd-party claim or for its severance
or separate trial . . . •

These changes, though perhaps subtle, would hopefUlly accomplish
the following:

.

1.

The burden would now be placed upon the third-party

plaintiff (the original defendant) to establish that it has acted
with due diligence in initiating the third-party complaint.

Hope-

fully, this would discourage third-party filings on the eve of
trial and would make the original defendants aware that thirdparty filinqs would have to be done with reasonable· dispa1:ch.

/h~.tM dMJ.r .tt6.ir"etI' .iP6W.J.~ . ;ii.,"-tltJr~
<it~" 4""""ist-. eJ'~. ~d~A. .i=
1k. M~ /!~aIt~~V.&d ,./~~ •
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2.

The proposed amendment would .make it clear that the

court can refuse leave to file the third-party complaint, not-only
i f it

Wo~ld

prejudice the rights of existj,ng parties, but also if

it would unreasonably or unduly complicate the trial.
3.

The Committee's amendment further would give the

court the authority, as a condition precedent to allowing the filing
of the ;bird-party complaint, to impose such terms and conditions
as it deems reasonable and consistent wi~~ an effective and timely
disposition of the matter.

These stipulations could include such

items as discovery deadlines and limitations, participation in a
pretrial conference to refine or define the issues, an agreement
to adhere to the original trial date, etc.

Failure to agree to

such terms or inability-to comply could result either in denial

\'"

.

.,
.;

of the motion to file a third-party complaint or the severance of
the third-party case from the main proceeding.
recognizes

~~t

(The Committee

the third-party defendant, who usually will not

even be aware of such leave' of such motion to file a third-party
complaint, conceivably(" could be prejudiced by deadlines or other
conditions imposed" by the court--often perhaps done with the
collusive blessing of the original plaintiff and the third-party
plainti~f.

However, again, i f a third-party defendant finds

itself prejudiced, the court should not hesitate in severing or
segregating the third-party action.)
4.

Finally, ORCP 22C. would be amended to make it clear

that at any time prior to trial, any party may'move to strike,
sever or segreqate the third-party claim.

.~
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7.

present

sta~ute

may implicitly suggest that such motion is

appropriate only in the early stages of the third-party practice.
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Minutes of Meeting - 6/19/82
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Mr. Sahlstrom reported for the SUBCOMMITTEE ON ORCP
(access to hospital records). Mr. Sahlstrom moved the
adoption of the subcommittee proposal, a copy of which is
attached as Exhibit B. The motion was seconded by Mr. Velure.
Mr. Tait expressed his concern that the proposal, in restricting
access to records which are now available, would be substantive
innature and was beyond the jurisdiction of the Council.
44 E.

Mr. Sweek, a representative of the. Oregon Association
of Defense Counsel, spoke against the proposal, stating that
the clear trend had been toward promoting and expanding discovery rather than restricting it. He objected to the provision requiring a showing of substantial need before access to
records could be gained, stating that without access to the
records i t would be impossible for one to know if access were,
in fact, needed.

Before proceeding to a vote on the proposal, Judge Dale
suggested that the proposal be divided into three parts:
1)
That portion of the amendment requiring that a
civil action be filed before access would be allowed passed
with a vote of 9 in favor and 4 oppoaed r

\~

,.

2)
That portion
directly to the subject
substantial need before
failed, with 6 in favor
Velure changed his vote

liMiting access to records relating
incident and requiring a showing of
other records would be accessible
and 1 opposed, following which Mr.
from aye to nay r and

3}
That portion of the amendment requiring that copies
of records discovered be provided to opposing counsel failed,
with a vote of 5 in favor and 8 opposed, with Mr. Velure
changing his vote from aye to nay.

Mr. CrOwe reported. for the

~m:RD

PAR'rY PBAC'.rICB SUBCOMHI'J."lEE, stating that thesubcol!!I!dttee was deadlocked on
the question of retention or abolishment of thb:d ~ practice and that the subcommittee was turning the matter back
t:o the Council. A general discussion of the pros and cons
of third party practice followed, with Mr. Sahlstrom suggesting
that a mail vote of the entire Council be taken on the question.
Mr. Haldane was directed to undertake a mail vote 'of the Council if' Chairman McEwen concurred.
~e Council then discussed whether a meeting on Ju1y 10

was llecellisary, and Judge Dale announced that the 8u1y 10 meet-

ing'WOu1d be. dependent
ont:be caU o.f
..
.'
. ·the~.;)a$t;;i
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Minutes of Meeting Held July 31, 1982

-.

Judge Dale's Courtroom
Multnomah County Courthouse
Portland, Oregon
Present:

Austin W. Crowe, Jr.
WilliamM. Dale, Jr.
Robert H. Grant
Wendell E. Gronso
John F. Hunnicutt
Roy Kilpatrick
Donald W. McEwen
Edward L. Perkins

Absent:

John H. Buttler
J. R. Campbell
John M. Copenhaver
John J.. Higgins
William L. Jackson
Robert t~. Redding
Bill L. Williamson

Frank H. Pozzi
E. B.· Sahls trom
James C. Tait
Wendell H. Tompkins
Lyle C. Velure
James W. Walton
William W. Wells

(Also in attendance were Douglas A. Haldane of Council
staff, members of the Oregon State "Bar, and representatives of the insurance industry.)
The minutes of the meeting of June 19, 1982 were
approved and adopted as distributed. Mr. James W. Walton
was suggested as treasurer for the Council and was elected
without objection.
Judge Wells reported on the work of the . .Juvenile
Services Commission regarding therevismg of the Rules of
. Procedure for Juvenile Courts. A tentative draft of those
rules had been distributed to Council members prior to the
meetin~. Judge Wens reported t~at the public hearin~s
process was resulting in numerous sf.p1.ficant changes to the
tentative draft, and the Council's attention to the rules
of procedure was probably premature at this time. ~e matter
was set over until such tf.me as the Juvenile Services Commission reports a final draft.
c

.

J

Following Jndte Wells' report, a lengthy discussion
of third party practf.ce took place. The diScussf.on indicated that thh'~ p,ar1;:Y. practf.ce has· ftce£-ved _~. ,grea:t.~a1 Qf· '., , '.

'~'.
'.'

".
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Council time and attention hthe past, but no issues had been
resolved and third party practice remains as controversial as
ever. Controversy exists between those that believe third
party practice actually increases the costs and the"amount of
time necessary to see a lawsuit througp to its completion
and those that believe that third .party practice actually
reduces the time and costs. One particular problem that has
been pointed out is that of late filinp;s of third party complaints. "While ORCP 22 requires that a third party complaint
be filed not later than 10 days after service of the third
party plaintiff's original answer or leave of court must be
obtained, it is a common practice 'among lawyers to stipulate
to a late filing of the original defendant's answer which then
makes the filing of the third Pa.l!ty complaint later than
anticipated.
In" an attempt to alleviate this problem, Mr. Crowe
moved, with Judge Da.le's second. that the time for filing a
third party complaint begin to run from the service of the
summons and complaint upon defendant and that the defendant
have 60 days from the date of service to try to file a third
party complaint as a matter of right. Thereafter, leave of
court would have to be obtained for the filing of a third
party complaint.
The discussion was interrupted at this point w1i11e
Mr. Haldane distributed to Council members the "results of
the straw poll taken on third party practice. A copy of the .

results of that poll are 'attached to these 'minutes as Appendix A.
During discussion on the motion,it was pointed out
that third party practice allows handling all parties to a
particular occurrence in a single 'lawsuit without the neees. siry of a number of suits bellig filed. On the 'other hand.
in many cases the plaintiff will lose 'on the principal cla:Lm
and thus eVerything would have been taken .care 'of in one
lawsuit without the necessity of bringing in multiple parties.
The practical matter of setting dockets where 'there are a
nUlllber of lawyers involved in an iuvid:Ldual case was pointed
out, and the point was made 'that having additional defendants
in a case aidS settleDietit. Mr. Crowe"s motion to amend
ORCP 22 failed with a vote of 5 in favor and 10 opposed.

Mr. Kilpatrick then moved, wi·th Mr. Gronso's second,
that third party practice be .abolished in tort claims only •
~

:., .

.~l~Je:'
~=~;:nun~,x~=~:eog=~~f~~=;>.
lem presented by 1lII11t1ple-couut claims with only aome souuc1hig
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in tort, Mr. Sahlstrom moved to amend the motion to abolish
'third party practice in personal injury cases. The amendment
was accepted by Mr. Kilpatrick and Mr. Gronso, but the motion
failed with a vote of 6 in favor and 9. opposed
.
..
'

A discussion followed which seeined to express the Council's
frustration at its inability to resolve what most members recognized as problems with ORCP 22. Mr. McKeown suggested that the
Co1mcil should focus on the problem of the last-minute third party
complaint, and see if the issue could, be resolved. He inquired
of Mr. Crowe as to whether Mr. Crowe would be willing to resubmit
his proposed amendment deleting that language which would allow
a late filing of a third party complaint with leave of court.
Mr. Crowe stated that that would be acceptable so long as the
right of the defendant to plead in a third party defendant would·
be absolute for a period of six months following the service of
the summons and complaint. Mr. Gronso responded that the sixmonth period was too long and would not solve the problem of
costs involved in discovery undertaken by the third party defendant
which had already been completed by the initial parties. He suggested a period of 90 days rather than six months. After some
further discussion, Mr. Crowe moved, with Mr. Pozzi's second,
that ORCP 22 be amended to allow the filing of a third party
complaint for a period of 90 days after the service of summons
and complaint upon defendant and not thereafter. Mr. Tait suggested that there was nothing wrong with filing a late third-party
complaint i f all parties agreed and su~sted that the filing of
the third party complaint lifter 90 days from the date of service
of the summons and complaint should be allowed if stipulated to
by the parties. Judge Hlmnicutt suggested that if the late
filing of a third party complaint was .to be allowed by stipulation, it should only be with leave of court. Mr. Tait originally
opposed the leave of court language. but after Judge Tompkins
pointed out the docketing problems of last-minute continuances
which might be caused by late filings. Mr. Tait agreed, and Mr.
Crowe ana Mr. Pozzi agreed to an amendment to their motion. which
would allow the late filing of third party complaints if seipulated to by the parties and with leave of court. The motion
passed with 14 in favor and 1 abstention.

r

Mr. Haldane distributed a c1raft of a proposed amendment
to ORCP 7 D. (4), but since the subc01lllllittee had not had an opport1mity to meet and make a recommendation, Mr. Grouso moved, with
Mr. Sahlstrom's second, that the matter be re-referrea to the
subcommittee. The motion. was adopted 1man:fmously.
Mr. Velure moved. with. Mr. ·Pozzi's second. to reconsider
the action tlilken by the' Council at the J1me 19 meeting adopting an·
amendment. to ORCP 47 -C!D- 8""ilitaxyjudgmeut.. ""lIestated his.~c~cern;"v.;,,\.d"i··
that the amendment as adopted will b'l construed bj the· trial 'coUrt' '" .:
to require stating the underlying facts and opinions of an expert
..:'-.

".

.

'.

NOTICE
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO OREGON RULE!> OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

AUg)1St 9, 1982

The CouncU on Court Procedures is considering -proposed alIIeI1dments to tbe
Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure. The Council plans to submit tbese amendments
to tbe 1983 Legislative Assembly. As provided in ORS 1.735, tbese amendments
would go into effect unless rejected or changed by the Legislature.
The CouncU wUl be releasing a tentative draft of the amendments to secure
comment and suggest10ns. Written comments and suggestions may be submitted to the
Executive Director of the CouncU. In addition, any interested person is encouraged
to present test1Jllony relat1ng to tbe tentative amendments at the CouncU's public
bearings. The CouncU v1ll conduct those public bearings according to the following
schedule:
~

'"

PLACE

Sept. 11, 1982

9:30 a.m.

Cascade Natural Gas ComIIIunity Service Room,
334 N.E. Hawtborne Street, Bend, Oregon

Sept. 30, 1982
(Thursday)

9:30 a.m.

Harris Hall (Main Meeting Room), Lane County
Courthouse, Corner of 8th & Oak, Eugene, Oregon

Oct. 23, 1982

9:30 a.m.

Willamette University College of Law,
Classroom E (off lobby), 250 Winter Street S.E.
(one b10ck from Capitol), Salem, Oregon

Nov. 6, 1982

9.;30 a.m.

Thunderbird Coliseum (Oregon Boom), 1225 Nortb
Thunderbird Way, Port1and, Oregon

Nov. 20, 1982

9:30 a.m.

County ComDd.ssioners' Heet1ng Room (b. 602),
Hultnomab County Courtbouse, Portland, Oregon

The CouncU wUl take f1nal action on proposed amendments to the rules of
procedure in December 1982.
The fOllow1n& 1s a
for adoption so far:

lIUIIllIllU:y

.

of allleUdments wh1ch have been adopted or proposed

APPENDIX ."B"

.. .
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third parties may be pled in as a matter of right. After 90 days, third parties
may only be pled. in by stipulation of the existin? .parties and leave of court.---l
.,
.
ORa 44 E. - ACCESS TO HOSPITAL RECORDS. The rule will be amended to allow
access to hospital records to one against whom a "c1.vi1 action" has been filed,
rather than a "claiJll."

...

,

ORa 47 - SUMMARY JUDGMENT. When, in opposing a motion for summary judgment,
it would be necessary to provide the opinion of an expert to raise a mater1.al issue
of fact. an affidavit of counsel that a quaUfied expert is willing to testify to
facts and opinions 'which raise a mater1.al issue of fact will be an adequate basis
for the court to deny the motion.
ORa 63 - JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT. The rule will be amended
to 1IIIlke it clear that the motion for directed verdict referred to in ORCP 63 A. ill
a motion made at the close of all the evidence. not one made at the close of the
plaintiff's case-in-chief.
Proposed
ORa 7.

The rule would be amended to:

(1) Specifically allow service on a county by serving the county clerk or
person performing the duties of that office;
(2)

Specifically allow certification of mailing by the attorney for any

party;
(3) Requ1.re mailing a copy of the SUDllllOns and complaint to the defendant's
insurance carrier when making substituted service on the Department of Motor
Ve1d.eles before a default may be taken. when the identitY of the insnrance carrier
is known to the p1aint1.ff.
ORa 9 B. - SERVICE; HOW HADE. To cure an ambiguity. the proposed amendment
would 1IIllke it clear that it applies to all parties. represented by an attorney or not.

*

*

*

Additional matters may be brought to the Council's attention during the
hearings process.
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Judge Buttler.
vote.

The proposed amendment failed on a voice

Regarding service by mail on a defendant's insurance
carrier, if known, under Rule 7, Judge Dale moved, with
Judge Londer's second, that the service by mail be required
to be registered or certified. The motion passed unanimously.
Mr. Marcus then discussed his proposal on ORCP 22.
It was the consensus of members of the Council that no
further action would be taken on ORCP 22. The Council also
adopted Rule 9 as proposed in the draft for final consideration of December 4, 1982.
Mr. Newell then explained the proposals of the Bar's
Procedure and Practice Committee which had been adopted by
the Bar on September 30, 1982.
Mr. Sahlstrom moved that the current ORCP 21 be amended
by having the last sentence included in the draft for final
consideration. Judge Londer seconded the motion. The motion
passed with only JUdge Hunnicutt voting in opposition.

Regarding Rule 22, it was suggested that the language
requiring "agreement of all parties who have appeared and
leave on motion" be changed to "agreement of parties who have
appeared and leave of court." This suggestion was incorporated in Judge Londer's motion that the language proposed in the
draft for final consideration be adopted. Mr. Sahlstrom
seconded the motion, which passed llna n i mousl y .
__ Mr. Walton moved, with Mr. Crowe's second, to adopt
the amendments to Rule 40 as proposed. 'lhe motion passed
una n i mously.

The Bar's proposal regarding amendments to Rule 43
was the subject of a motion by Mr. Velure to reject the
proposed amendment. Mr. Sahlstrom seconded the motion. The
motion to reject was carried unanimously.
Mr. Walton moved, with JUdge Buttler's second, to
approve as proposed the amendments to RlUe 44. The motion
was adopted WUl n imously.

.
<",udgeD~ moved, :td1;h JUdgeBu~er'ssecond,tha~,;;,
the am.endment:s to ·1?J11e . 47 be' adopted as .propbsed.;. The· :.....~;. .
motion passedona voice vote.
.
.
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A party who has appeared· without providing an
appropriate address for service and for whom
no effective mailing address is actually known
may be served by placing a copy of the pleading
or other papers in the court file.
RULE 22:

Third party practice

Why not make stipulation ~d leave of court for
a late third party complaint disjunctive rather than conjunctive?
I:t seems to me that the court ought to be able to consider the
diseconomy of a separate action plus a motion to consolidate
when weighing the plaintiff's objections to bringing in a third
party defendant.
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. letter 'request for production fr-om one attorney to another under
Rule 43 would be sufficient to compel production under Rule 46 •
. Co Inc Identa I Iy. Mr. Ha I dane had rece I 'led a commun I cat Ion from
". the Chler ..JustIce indicatIng' that some trIal courts were
.. "concer-neo that the' trial court fi les were beIng cluttered with
.., r:equests for' -pr-ocuc't t on wnen these were matters with which the
c9urt'did not really need to be Involved unless someone moved ror
.. a' .protectl v e order' or' to compe I product I on. Mr. Ha I dane
.. "dI str I buted '. to the' Coline I I .. proposed changes to Ru I e 43 and Ru Ie'
...... 46 which would make It· poss Ib l e for- a letter request to be made
:oF
opposing party wIthout filing the request In court.
f'll Ing or the request. would only be necessary If a protective
• order were' sought by the one of whom the request was being made
.or if tl"\e, one maklngtn.e 'request moved to compel discovery. It
'. was suggested that the'proposed language. "provided 'It Is shown'
.' that the request was properly made". appearing on Page 6 of Rule
.... ··;4·6·:·.was redundant.· Judge Barron moved. with Hr. Foote's second,
-:: . t- ·,,·.that the' rul e changes' to Ru I es 43 and 46 .be adopted with the
,. ··>,redundancy' .on Page. 6 .01' Ru t e 46 be I ng str I cken , The mot i on was
.' ·l·:,·adopted unan Imous I y .:(;' :.;', ,... . .•.
.
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Rule 69 as submitted be adopted, which would not require notice
to take an order or derault and wou~d o~y require notice berore
making app~ication ror judgment in the event that an eVidentiary
hearing was required. The motion was adopted by a vote or 10 in
ravor and 6 opposed. Those voting in favor were: Mr. Schroeder,
Mr. Woods, Mr. Harter, Mr. Starr, Mr. Nob~e, Judge Tyner, JUdge
Riggs, Mr. Foote, Judge Tompkins, and Judge Jackson. Those
opposed were: Mr. Conboy, Judge Barron, Ms. Rodman, Mr. Pratt,
Judge Jones, and Judge Butt~er.
The councf.L then turned its attention to proposed rule
changes which would meet concerns which have been expressed by
the Legis~ative Task Force on Liabi~ity Insurance. A report or
the Task Force, as well as a Bi~~ ror an Act to amend certain
portions or the Oregon RuJ.es of Civi~ Procedure, was distributed.
That Bill for an Act would e~iminate summary judgment in all
cases not arising under contract, would e~iminate requests for
production and admission in cases not arising under contract,
and would e~iminate third party practice entire~y. The Task
Force &50 recommended the adoption or ~anguage simi~r to
FRCP 11.
.

OOunci~

propos~s

submitted for
consideration were
differingl
substantially from Task Force recommendations but which were
.
designed to effect what was considered to be the Task Force's
purposes. COPies of those propos~s amending Rules 17, 21, 22,
43, 46 and 47 are attached to these minutes. Mr. Haldane
exp~ined that the chenges to RuJ.es 21 and 47 would allow the
question of the. existence of a duty running from a defendant to
a plaintiff in a tort action and the existence of a va1id
statute of J.1mitations defense to be raised bY a motion under
Rule 21 A. and considered on the basis of matters outside the
pleadings. Motions for summary judgment would be discouraged by
the lI1endatory imposition of costs on any party fUin9 such' a
motion when that motion was denied.
The proposal regarding Rule 22 woul.d. exempt fl:Ol1l third
party practice any case 1ovoJ.ving contribution among joint
tortfeasors. The effect of the change would be to el1minate
third party practice in contribution cases but to retain it 10
cases for indemnity.
--1
The proposed changes to RuJ.es 43 and 46 would ~ the
retention of requests for production and requests for admission
but would pJ.ace the burden of establishing a partii s right to
discovery under those provisions on the party requesting
discovery.
"

-
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The proposal 1:0 amend Rule 17 would impose sancl:ions on an
. attorney.. or-a party,. Or'.both" for signing is .pJ.eading .or lII01;ion ;"'i"lit"i
'~ich wa$":1riterPosed·:forbarassment~··
de3:aY. ee. 8t'{ln~e' 1i\ '"
the '~st .of J.lt19atlon~
.
3
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Mr. Schroeder suggested that substitution of FRC? 11 for
ORC? 17 wouJ.d address aJ.l concerns regarding summary judgment
and discovery by illlposing sanctions against an attorney or a
party who signed any pleading, lIIotion, or other paper, the
purpose of which was harasslllent, delay, or a needless increase
in cost of litigation.
The Council recessed briefly while copies of FRC? 11 were
reproduced and distributed.
Upon reconvening, Mr. Bailey suggested the COuncil deal
with an issue which appeared relatively simple to resolve
involving RuJ.e 1. It has been suggested by many that the use of
periods following the capital letter designation of sections
throughout the ORC? was cumbersollle, particularly in citing the
rul.es. The staff had previously explored the possibUity of
deleting periods and had deterlllined that the cost of making such
a change was prohibitive. Since the problem arises not in the
text of 'the ruJ.es or statutes but in the citation fOrlll, it was
suggested that the problem couJ.d be resolved silllply by changing
the ruJ.e on citation fOrlll by deleting the periods. Judge Riggs
moved, with Mr. Schroeder's second, that RuJ.e 1 be alllended to
delete the period following "section D." in the phrase "ORC? 7
D. (3) (a) (i)." The motion was adopted by voice vote.

{
....

;.

RULE:,l7. Judge Barron moved, with Mr. Schroeder's second,
that FRCP7De substituted for current ORCP 17, with the deletion
of the fourth sentence of FRCP 11. Mr. Schroeder s1:at:ed 1:ba1:
it was his purpose to meet au. of the concerns of the Leg1sl.atlve
Task Force regarding the ORCP with the adoption of a new Rul.e 17
except for concerns regarding third· party practice. '1'he lIlOtlon
was adopted with 11 in favor and 4 opposed. Judge Jackson, Mr.
Foote, Judge But1er, and Mr. COnboy were opposed.
RULE: 46. Mr. COnboy moved, with Mr. Schroeder's second,
-that no changes be lMde in the current RuJ.e ~6. The lIlOtion was
adopted by voice vote.
RULE: 47.

Mr. Schroeder then moved, with Mr. Pratt's

seconc!, that no changes be raade in Rul.e 47.

That motion was
approved with a vote of 10 in faVor and 5 opposed. voting in
opposition were:
Judge Riggs, Mr. Foote, Mr. COnboy, Judge
Butt1er, and Mr. Nob1e •
. RULE: 43.

Mr. Pratt moved, wl1;h Judge Riggs' second, that

the proposed amendments to Rul.e 43 be rejected.
adopted by voice vote.
.

'1'he motion was
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contr1bution from the thix:dparty

practl~ruJ.e.
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raised the question as to the effect of this proposa1. The
matter was tab1ed brief1y in an attempt to ascertain whether it
wouJ.d be possib1e to circumvent the intent of the proposa1 by
fi1ing a separate 1awsuit for contribution and them moving t~
7
cons01idate the two cases for tria1.
~
Whi1e attempting to ascertain the effect of the proposa1,
the COunci1 turned its consideration to a proposa1 to amend Ru1e
70.

(

RULE 70. Judge Barron exp1ained that the proposa1 to amend
RuJ.e 70 was submitted at the request of the state COurt
Administrator's Office. He reported that court c1erks had
experienced difficu1ties in ascertaining certain factors
regarding jUdgments and that the proposed ruJ.e change wouJ.d
require that specific information be required in each form of
judgment submitted. Judge Butt1er expressed the concern that if
these specific matters became a requirement, the appelJ.ate courts
wouJ.d be compe11ed to consider that no fina1 judgment had been
entered if it did not strict1y comp1y with the ruJ.e. It was
suggested that the concerns of the court c1erks were
administrative in nature and couJ.d be more appropriate1y
addressed by the Chief Justice promuJ.gating a Uniform Tria1
court RuJ.e to dea1 with the prob1em. Judge Barron IIlOVed, with
Ms. Rodman's second, that the proposa1 to amend RuJ.e 70 be
adoptect. The IIlOtion fai1ed, with a vote of 5 in favor and 7
opposed.
RULE: 22. The Council. was unab1e to ascertain whether it
would be possib1e to circumvent the intent of the proposed
amendments to RuJ.e 22 through a separate action and a IIlOtion to
consol.idate. Mr. Pratt expressed his opinion ·that it would not
be possibl.e to circumvent the ruJ.e and, with that understanding,
Mr. Schroeder's previous IIlOtion to adopt the proposed change 'to
RuJ.e 22 was defeated with 3 in favor and 9 opposed.

.
Having addressed concerns of the Legisl.atlve Task Force.
Mr. Ha1dane requested that he be granted some J.atitue1e both 10
exp1aining council. action and in working with l.eglslative
committees if it became apparent that l.egislAtive judgaent
differed froca that of the COuncil.. Mr. HaJ dane was d1rected to
cooperate as ful.l.y as possibl.e with l.eglsl.ative committees in
addressing thei'r concerns whi1e presenting and expl.aining
COunci1 actions.
,Mr. Ha1dane stated that the COuncil. is required by statute
,to have a treasurer. The el.ected treasurer was Mr. Kyl.e, who
had submitted his resignation. Ms. Rodman was el.ected by
accJ amet1anto ,serve as treasurer.
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Having eompl.eted the a9enlSa•. Mr. BaUeY~lreCf'1f"tbere
was any further action to be taken.' Judge Barron suggested that
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April 27, 1994
Steve Shepard
Attorney at La
Suite 302
767 Willa tte St.
Eugene
R 97401
Re:

OR

97045

Council on Court Procedures

Dear Steve and Nancy:
At the last meeting the Council on Court Procedures discussed
the issue of findings of fact concerning awards of attorney's fees
under ORCP 68. Particularly, we discussed the provisions of ORCP
68(C)(4)(c)ii. That rule reads as follows:
"The court shall deny or award in whole or in part the
amount sought as attorney's fees or costs and,,,,,,
disbursements. No findings of fact or conclusions of law,
shall be necessary."
We engaged in quite a bit of discussion concerning the need, to
address awards of attorney's fees, particularly in areas of social
importance, such as civil rights cases. ' In addition, I think ,that
one could argue that almost any statute allowing for attorney's
fees represents a public policy encouraging attorneys to undertake
cases for clients who would not otherwise be in a position to
retain their services. There were also comments by a number of
judges on the council indicating' that, they routinely, do make
findings in attorney .fee cases when objections are filed.
·.r "

It would seem that an amendme'nt to' the rule "dould"take a
number of forms, including the following:
1.
"The court shall make findings of fact and
conclusions of law with regard to the award of attorney's
fees."
2.
"The trial court may make findings of fact and
conclusions of law on awards of attorney's fees."
3.

,

;'.:.'

"The, trial court shall aiakefindings of ,fact a1!'d":,,, " ",'

~~:~~::~~n~i~ili:te~:st~W:~~rl;'~~'attorney' s "fee~",,~~:~~~}i':"~'f~'::~"
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4.
"The trial court shall make findings of fact and
conclusions of law on the issue of attorney's fees when
requested by all interested parties."
5. "The trial court is encouraged to make findings of
fact and conclusions of law on the issue of attorney's
fees When requested by any interested party to the
action, and when the decision involves an issue that is
not only important to the parties, but also important to
the general policy supporting the award ·of attorney's
fees."
These are obviously only some of my suggestions on possible
changes to Rule 68(C).
However, I think. that the threshold
question would be whether the Council feels that any change to the
rule is appropriate. Therefore, I would· 'propose that a mot.Lon be"::": .
presented to the council with essentially the following language:
"Should the Council on Court Procedures consider
amendments to ORCP Rule 68(C)(4)(c)ii regarding findings
of fact and conclusions of law relating to an award of
attorney's fees."
If this motion is passed, then we should discuss an
appropriate form for any amendment. If the motion fails, then the
rule should obviously retain its current form. I do feel that the
question of whether any change is necessary is always the first one .
that should be addressed.
..
I would appreciate your thoughts on this issue not only at the
next meeting, but beforehand if appropriate.
Sincerely,
BURT, SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER, McCANN,

&

SMITH, P.C.

J. Michael Alexander
JMAjjb
CC: Maury Holland, University of oregon
School of Law, RID. 311
1101 Kincaid St.
Eugene OR 97401
John Hart
Attorneyat.Law
Suite 2000.
..
1000 SW Broadway·
Portland on "97205
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Austinl.9\.iuy
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Attorneys at Law " " , - - - - - - - - - - - - Patricia Crain
Penny L. Austin
Michael S. Guy

Area Code 503
Tele 770-6720
Fax 734-7425

201 West Main Street, Suite 3D
Medford, Oregon 97501

April 27, 1994

Mr. Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director
University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, OR 97403-1221
Re:

Council on Court Procedures

Dear Mr. Holland:
Please find enclosed a copy of a letter from Ronald Cue who
writes regarding what he perceives to be an inconsistency between
the Juvenile Code and the Evidence Code as to the ability to ,
exclude evidence in child abuse cases. It appears that in 1989,
When the new privilege was established, the privilege was not
.
made subject to the same rules as other kinds of privileges under
4198.040. As it may have been an oversight, perhaps a correction
suggestion by our committee would be appropriate.
Very truly yours,
GUY

PC/yd
Enclosure

....

.,.

.,.:'",

RONALD K. CUE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
125 N. Second SI.
P.O. Box 1228
Ashland. Oregon 97520
(503) 482·3885
Fax (503) 482-4215
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April 22, 1994

Patricia Crain
Attorney at Law
201 W. Main Street. #3D
Medford, Oregon 97501
Dear Pat:
With respect to the Oregon Court Procedures Committee, I
mentioned to you that I found an inconsistency in the privileges
regarding reporting of child abuse. Those child abuse reporting
requirements were changed over to Chapter 419B by the 1993
legislature. Chapter 419B.01O defines when such a report has to be
made and by whom, being a public or private official as defined' in ,'c, "
419B.045(3). Further, ORS 419B.040 states that a number of the
privileges are not grounds for excluding -evidence in court '
proceedings on' child abuse. These, do include .the- psychotherapist- ,'patient .privilege, the physician-patient privilege;' and, the .registered.".'
clinical social privilege. However, in 1989. a, new privilege was '
established under ORS 40.262. ORE 507, called a" counselor-client ,of."'-'" ' .. '
privilege, as defined in 675.715. It appears that theperso'njust has.:;.;::'!, .r:'::.;,
to' be licensed as a professional counselor 'as,defi'lled. in :.Cha'pter 675:':'U:<.;:~:"::
Logically. this privilege should then be excluded from being
..."
applicable to a child abuse proceeding as statediri ORS 4l9H.040.
,',..
However. it is not. It seems that419B.04O should then be amended
to mention this privilege also. I currently have a case in.which my . '"'''' '
client made statements to some sort of counselor. whlch were then
reported and he is now subject to prosecution. . I am attempting to"
keep that evidence out on the basis that the Rule 507 privilege is not'
subject 10 419B.040.
'
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This apparent inconsistency between the juvenile code and the
evidence code perhaps needs to be looked at and .made consistent.
Respectfully' yours,

i2\C UA 11
RONAlDKCUE
RKC/kg
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, Oregon 97403-1221

Telephone; (503) 346-3990
Fac;im.ile: (503) 346-1564

May 5, 1994

.
To:

CHAIR AND MEMBERS, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

From:

Maury Holland,

Re:

Material Supplementing the May 14, 1994 Agenda

Ex~cutive Director1k.4·/t \

Attached are materials provided to supplement the Agenda for
the May 14, 1994 meeting as previously distributed April 29,
1994:
I. Attachment C (see agenda item 5): Report of Rudy
Lachenmeier relating to ORCP 22 C(l~'
II. Attachment D (see agenda item 6): Report of Subcommittee
on Findings in Connection with Attorney Fee Awards, ORCP 68 C
(4) (c) (ii).

III. Attachment E (see agenda item 7): Letter to Pat Crain
from Ronald K. CUe.
Attachments A and B were included with the May 14, 1994
agenda as previously circulated.

LACHENMEIER. ENLOE

&

RALL

ATIORNEYSATUW
2149 N.E. BROADWAY

]&D. ENlDE
IWDY' R.. LAQiENMElER
NAJrrlN M. RAW'

PAltA!.EGAL
CYNOEE A. READDEAN

POl<I!.AND. OREGON 97232
(503) 287·2775

FACStMftE

nMorHY ]. IlEINSON
USA A.. AMAro·
MAJtKf. DEEMS
ANDR£W H. VAN BUREN

(503) 281·9663

April 27, 1994

Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director
Council on Court Procedures
qlo University of Oregon
fichool of Law
Eugene, Oregon 97403-1221
Dear Mr. Holland:
Enclosed is a copy of tb(,> changes I propose to make to ORCP
22, that is,. changing the mandatory words "shall" to the words
"may. " I would appreciate any legislative ldstory you have on
how the word "shall" got in there to start with and your comments
about whether changing it to "may" will solve the ambiguity as to
whether or not tlds provision was intended to be mandatory. My
belief is that the entire Bar has always assumed that it was not
mandatory, and if that is the case, we are probably going to need
some commentary that suggests that the connell views thU! as a .
clarification rather than as a change in the ra.1e.Add1.ti.onally,
the comment probably ought to contain some caveat that the change
is intended to be procedural only and that under some °
circumstances a court may still find that fallure to bring a
'counterelailll constitutes collateral estoppel or cla1m.ed
preclusion.
,
Also, concerning these changes, I note that the sentence
:containing the first ·shall" ends with Ii xeference to sections A
and B of this :cu1.e, whUe the end of the sentence cont"ining the
second "shall" uses the words "as provided in this :cu1.e." I
would appreciate :rour thoughts as to whether that needs to be
changed to IlIake them both consistent, or whether thexe 18 a
reason for the difference in the use of the language.
'the other unrelated change which I would like the connell to
consider, relates to the language in C(l) that requires the
agJ:eement Qf· parties who haV$ a ~ as. weD. as l~ve of court
after 90 days fo~g service. I wog1~ appreciate.the leg1.sl~
tive hJJsto2:Yt:ba,tre-J.a.testo -that .1tmgWlge...H.r~und~9'
0.:'
.: ~ ~e,: .c")!!!!l!PIlU~:.t<the <1aStC01mafJ !i.011:"C01U;t:~jPxOc:eicl'#U,\i'~..'b;.;,;.,
. . ""
.' omeet1ilg,~'hstbat'in 1982,.Whenthe 90-dayt11ile' 1hi1t°langUage
added to Rule 22 C(l), Jot was done so bE!cause:thJ.rd-party prac~

was .'
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Maurice J. Holland
April 27, 1994
Page 2
tice itself was being threatened. I would appreciate the legislative history that went with the 1982 changes, by which I mean
the Council on Court Procedures minutes that related to it. I
would also like to know whether the prior rule had some language
in it telling the courts that leave should only be granted under
cixcumstances such as when it is not being interposed for purposes of delaying trial or otherwise interfering with the judicious handling of the case or something to that affect. If it
did not, do you think some language like that should be added?
The staff comments in the 1994 Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure
h;andbook reference the Council adding a fourth sentence to
subsection 22C(1), but the fourth Sentence of the rule now seems
not to relate to that staff comment at all. Maybe you can
clarify that for me as well.
Returning to my original proposed changes, it occurs to me
that there might be reasons to make mandatory that third-party
defendants ~ssert any defenses they have as provided in Rule 21,
and make permissive the rest of that sentence by adding the words
·may assert- after the word ~and· and before ·counterclaims.· I
would appreciate your counsel in that regard as well.
Finally, I am wondering in my own mind if provi.sion D(l)
referencing Rules 28 and 29 may sometimes be used to avoid the
90-day deadline of the third-party practice rule and why there
appears to be no time constraints in either Ru1e 28 or 29 s1.milar
to the 90-day rule in Rule 22.
Obviously, the more I study this, the more apparent it is to
me that I need your guidance. I appreciate your help.
Sincerely yours,

#:ENOOB'~
Rudy R. Lachenmeier
BaL:mm
enclosure
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RULE 22.

A.

COtINTERCLAIHS, CROSS-CLAIMS,
AND THIRD PARTY CLAIMS

Counterclaims •

A(l) Each defendant may set forth as many counterclaims,
both legal and equitable, as such defendant may have against a
plaintiff.
A(2) A counterclaim mayor may not diminish or defeat the
recovery sought by the opposing party. It may claim relief
exceeding in amount or different in kind from that sought in the
pleading of the opposing party.
B.

Cross-Claim Against Codefendant.

B(l)
In any action where two or more parties are joined as
defendants, any defendant may in such defendant's answer allege a
cross-elaim against any other defendant. A cross-claim asserted
against a codefendant must be one existi.ng in favor of the
defendant asserting the cross-claim and against another
defendant, between whom a separate judgment might be had in the
action and shall be (a) one arising out of the occurrence or
transaction set forth in the complaint; or (b) related to any
property that is the subject matter of the action brought by
plaintiff.
.

B(2) A cross-elaim may include a claim that the defendant
against whom i.t is asserted i.s liable, or may be liable, to the
defend'lDt asserting the cross-elaim for all or part of the cJ.ai.m
asserted by the plaintiff.
B(3) An answer containing a cross-elaim shall be served
upon the parti.es who have appeared.
I

C.

C(l)

~ p~

Practice.

After CODIIllencement of the action, a defending party,

as a third party plaintiff, JIlAy cause a SUJIlIllOn& and COlllPlaint to
be served upon a person not a party to the action who 1& or JIlAy
be llable to the third party plaintiff for all or part of the

plainti.ff's claim against th~ third party plaintiff as a JIlAtter
of ri.ght not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiff's
SUJIlIllOn& and complaint on the defending party.
Otherwi.se the
third party plaintiff must obtain agreement of parties who have
appeared and leave of court. 'l'11e person served with the SUIIIIIlOns
and 1:hird party COlllPlaint, hereinafter called the thU:d party
defendant, shall III assert .aq defenses to the third party
p1.a1J:l,t:1ff's claim as px:odded in Ru.l.Ci' . 2l and coun1:eJ:cle 1ms. ..-. .... -

.~
~:~:d~::=~e=;;:=~ai'":D~~~:~~'>~;~'~
rule. WIle t:h!.rd party defendaDt may assert against the plaintiff
.aq defenseswhi.ch the thU:dparty .plaintiff..has to· the
. .'
. plainti.ff's claim. ~third party defendant maya1so assert any

:/:~'~~>,.t~~~·t~;;~tf:;~.~~~~;.~'/j:!1~~~~1'

·.

claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transacti..on or
occurrence that is the subject matter of the plainti..ff's claim
agai..nst the third party plaintiff. The plaintiff may assert any
claim against the third party defendant arising out of the
transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the
plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff, and the
third party defendant thereupon shall I~ assert the third party
defendant's counterclaims and cross-claims as provided in this
rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for
its severance or separate trial. A third party may proceed under
this section against any person not a party to the action who is
or may be liable to the third party defendant for all or part of
the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.
C(2) A plaintiff against whom a counterclaim has been
asserted may cause a thi..rd party to be brought in under
circumstance which would entitle a defendant to do so under
subsection C(l) of this section.
D.

Joinder of Additional Parties.

D(l) Persons other than those made parties to the original
action may be made parties to a counterclaim or cross-claim in
accordance with the provisions of Rules 28 and 29.
D(2) A defendant may, in an action on a contract brought by
an assignee of rights under that contract, join as parties to
that action all or any persons liable for attorney fees under ORS
20.097. As used in this subsection ·contract· includes any
instrument or document evidencing a debt.
D(3) In any action against a party joined under this
sectlQn of this rule, the party joined shall be treated as a
defendant for purposes of service of summons and time to answer
'under Rule 7.
E.
Separate ~ial. Upon motion of any party or on the
: court's own . initiative, thecout may ord.e,r a separate trial of
: any C01U1teJ:c:laim, cross-ela1m, or third party claim so alleged If
to, do so wouldl
(1) be more convenient, (2) avold prejudice, or
(3) be more economical and expedite the matter.
('_ _ eUect:1... .T&II"""l' 1, 1'82, .T1II1UU1' 1, U8C.)
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
University of Oregon
Telephone: (503) 346-3990
Facsimile: (503) 346-1564

SdtoolofLaw
Eugene.Oregon ·97403-1221

ATTACHMENT C-5

--

May 5, 1994
To:

Rudy Lachenmeier

From: Maury Holland ')(.~. It·
,
~e:

Response to Your Letter Dated 4/27/94

I shall try as best I can to respond to the queries in your
April 27 .letter. In the limited time available during exam
period, I have not been able to touch upon every point you raise,
but have tried to cover most of the bases. Following the
discussion at-the May 14 meeting, it might be clear that more
work on my part is needed, which I would naturally be happy to
undertake.
.
1. Question Qne: What accounts for the two "shalls" in the
following quoted text of subsection 22 C(l)?:
C(l) ••• The person served with the summons
and third party complaint, hereinafter called the
third party defendant, shall assert any defenses to
the third party plaintiff's claim as provided in Rule
21 and counterclaims against the third party plaintiff
and cross-elaims against other third party defendants
as provided in sections A and B of this rule. The
third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff
any defenses which the third party plaintiff has to the
plaintiff's claim. The third party defendant may also
assert any claim against thEi plaintiff arising out of
the transaction or occurrence that is the subject
matter of the plaintUt' s claim against the third
party plaintiff, and the third party defendant
thereupon shall assert the third party defend8.nt' s
defenses as provided in Rule 21 and the third party
defendant's counterclaims and C".L'oss-elaims as provided in this rule. (Underlining added) {This could be
coll~l1y known as the -two-Bxedrin headache rule.}

:;~.

'" .' '-Answ~r one:<nte ··~!9.u~~~ge~s,,-a~:;~;~-i~;:;;;~;f.,,;;;2~i;
exactly as given since the original promulgation oftheORCP in',
1978 and as first effective in 1980. The comments to the 1978

ATTACHMENT C-6
promulgation stated that the sUbsection of which this language
was a part was copied from the counterpart provisions of the ORS
that were repealed by the 1979 legislature. I have not had the
time to verify this or to trace back the evolution of this
language before the 1978 promulgation of the ORCP. I doubt
whether an excursion back into the ORS predecessors of 22 C(l)
would yield any helpful legislative history.
I believe there is a ready explanation for the specific
mixing of "shalls" with "mays" in this subsection, a mixing that
is, incidentally, exactly duplicated in FRCP 14 (a). The apparent
explanation for this is that every pleading contemplated by
'22 C(l) is clearly permissive, except that of course third party
'defendants must file answers or responsive motions to third party
complaints and also must file answers or responsive motions to
any complaint that might be filed against them by a plaintiff.
The ambiguity you have spotted derives from the linguistically
possible readings of both "shalls" to modify "counterclaims" and
"cross-claims" as well as "assert any defenses." Some Council
members have expressed the belief that any possible ambiguity is
adequately dispelled by the phrases "as provided in sections A
and B of this rule" and "as provided in this rule" which
respectively follow the two "shalls." For what it is worth, my
own view is that this view is correct. But there is no question
that, as suggested in your letter, any possible argument could be
precluded by tinkering with these "shalls." I frankly do not
favor the amendment you have drafted (see pp. C-3 and C-4),
however, because it would simply reverse the ambiguity by
creating the possible inference, however unlikely, that pleading
defenses is optional on the part of a third party defendant. The
only way totally to obviate whatever ambiguity exists would be as
follows (additions in bold underlined):

22 C(l) ••• The person served with the
summons and third party complaint, ••• shall assert
any defenses to the third party plaintiff's claim as
provided in Rule 21 and I!I!lv assert counterclaims
against the third party plaintiff and cross-elaims
against other third party defendants as provided in
sections A and B of this rule •••• The plaintiff
may assert any claim against the third party defendant
arising out of the transaction. or occurrence that is the
subject matter of the plaintiff's claim against the
third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant
thereupon shal.l assert. the third party filefendant' s defensesasprovlded in:Rule 21 and!"y assert the third
party. defendant·s;"ceunt:erclaims.. .·~·cross..-clafllls<as·i.:,;':':,··
provided'in thisri11e.{'.rlius qiving us a 3-Exedrin';
headache rule.)

ATTACHMENT C-7
The question obviously is whether the ambiguity you
correctly perceived is troublesome enough to warrant larding up
the text of this subsection with the clarifying language I have
suggested or some equivalent. I am aware of no appellate opinion
that suggests that any trial judge has had trouble with this, but
of course there is no doubt that a lot of needless argumentation
goes on in the trial courts that might not get picked up in
appellate opinions. My own view is that no clarifying amendment
is needed, but naturally the full Council will make the call.
Question Two. Does any significance attach to the fact
2.
that the first sentence in the above-quoted text ends: "as
.provided in sections A. and B. of this rule," whereas the final
;sentence concludes: "as provided in this rule"?
Answer Two. This language has appeared in this
subsection from the original promulgation ·to the present. I
cannot find any basis for, or imagine, any intended difference in
meaning. Qn the other hand, this variation seems entirely
harmless. It would be a simple matter to delete "sections A and
B of," so that the phrase would read: "as provided in this rule,"
consistently with its subsequent appearance.
3. Question Three. What does the Council's legislative
history disclose about the 90-day limitation on filing third
party complaints?
Answer fJ:hree. The legislative history is quite
interesting--our own JUdge Marcus makes a brief appearance, so I
have attached relevant minutes as pp. C-8 - C-30.
4. Question Four. Why do Rules 28 and 29 contain no
comparable time limitation and, lacking SUch, could they, by a
billiard shot off subsection 22 0(1), be used to evade the 90-day
limitation of subsection 22 C(l)?
Answer 'our' Not to worry. Rules 28 and 29 deal with
permissive and mandatory joinder of additional parties,
respectively. Such additional parties either mayor must be
added by counterclaimants or cross-elaimants. Hence these
additional parties must be named as additional defendants no
later than the date by which the relevant answer including
counterclaims or cross-elaims is filed, leaving aside' amended
answers, if they are to be named and served at all. Pursuant to
ORCP 13 B, both counterclaims and cross-elaims "may" be included
_in an answer, but they must be so included if a defendant chooses
to assert thfiml in the same actl.on. The combined eu~.~f _ORCP,,;,.
15 A 'and 7 C(2) 'is t:hat answers 'inCluding coun~laim.i:',ori~ss~i
claims, like those that merely assert defenses, must be filed " '"
within 30 days of service of the relevant complaint.

.. ,.~~

.-
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Minutes of Meeting - 1/23/82Page 2
will be made at the 5% level.

Mr. Haldane then brought to the attention of the Council a letter
from Mr. Craig Bachman of the Oregon State Bar Committee on Uniform
State laws requesting Council reacion to the Uniform Certification of
Questions of Law Act. Discussion followed which demonstrated the belief on
the part of the members of the Council that certification of questions of
law does not fall within the statutory charge to the Council and that no
action or position should be taken on the question.
Mr. Haldane reported communications from a number of sources urging
the Council to take up the question of procedures in small claims courts.
After some discussion, Mr. Haldane was directed to look into the question
further and determine if a real need existed for a revamping of small
claims procedures.
'
Mr. McEwen suggested that he would subsequently appoint a subcommittep. to study small claims procedures if it was deemed necessary.

(

No 'members of the subcommittee on ORCP 44 E. were present, but
Mr. Haldane reported a communication from Mr. Sahlstrom indicating that the
subcommittee was working on the problem. Mr. Walton indicated that he
also was working on the proposal to amend ORCP 44 E.

I

,.
,

Mr. Gronso raised the question of third party practice under ORCP 22.
Some of his concerns had been expressed in a letter to Council members dated
Novelllber 18. 1981. One concern expressed in that letter was that of the
possibility of cross-claims being filed against defendants already in
default and who would therefore not necessarily be served with a cross-elaim.
While he felt that third party practice is destrable and even needed in
some eases, his concern was liroader than tfie issue raised in his letter.
He stated it was his belief that third party practtce increases the costs
and the time involved in lawsuits. Mr. Pout refeM"ed to a cOlI1IIIInication
he had received frc:ll Mr. 'Bruce Spaulding complaining about the need for
firms to withdraw when it appeared necessary to file a cross-claim agatnst
another client. Judge Wells referred to a COl\1IJ.Inication he had received
indicati~g that the Bar's Pleading and Practtce O:lnImItttee was looking into
the question of third party practice and suggested a coordinated approach.
Following a general discusston. Mr. Gronso moved. with Mr. Walton's second.
to re-evaluate the desirafi11ity of third party practice. including crossclaims-. The motion passed with only Messrs. Butler and McEwen voting no. '
Mr. McEwen appointed a subconmittee to be chaired Iiy Judge Dale and composed
of Messrs. Pozzi, Gronso. McEwen. and Crowe.

Mr. Haldane was directed to: advertise to the bar the fact that the
-'. Council would be considering the question of third party practice tn an _-, :'
- -. atteq»t,to gather il'lfopnation -~~ing,~M~ces_:pndel', the rule.,:\';;,.';~S:{~:''''''

-.

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Third Party Practice Subcommittee
Minutes of Meeting Held May 8,-1982
Judge Dale's Courtroom
Multnomah County Courthouse
Portland, Oregon

The third party practice subcommittee of the Council
on Court Procedures met at 10:15 a.m. on Saturday, May 8,
1982, in Judge Dale's Courtroom, Multnomah County Courthouse, Portland, Oregon. Judge Dale was out of town and
could not attend. Present were subcommittee members
Austin Crowe, Wendell Gronso, Don McEwen, and Frank Pozzi.
Also present was Douglas Haldane of the Council staff.
The subcommittee reviewed proposed amendments to
Rule 22 which had been forwarded from the Pleading and
Practice Committee of the Oregon State Bar. A copy of
the Bar Committee's discussion and proposal is attached
as Exhiliit A to these minutes.
Mr. Gronso and Mr.. Pozzi appeared firm in their

resolve to move the abolition of third party practice in
Oregon, while Mr. McEwen and Mr. crowe were equally
adamant in their belief that third party practice should
be retained.
The SubC()l!l1!li ttee was deadlocked and decided to refer
the matter to the Council as a whole.
The meeting adjourned at .11:05 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Douglas A. Haldane
Executive Director
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PROCEDURE AND PRACTICE COMMTrTEE

•

THIRD-PARTY PRACTI.CE
During its 1981-1982 term, the Committee has undertaken
to study 'and consider the area of third-party practice in Oregon,

specifically ORCP 22C.

The examination has focused on the

desirability of retaining the rule in its present form, modifying/
amending its provisions or abandoning third-party practice
altogether.

In the past few months, the Committee members have

attempted to solicit the comments from practicing trial attorneys,
bOth from the plaintiff and defense bars, concerning the merits
of and their experience with third-party practice.

In addition,

we have sought the written comments, opinions and recommendations
.
.
from the state's circuit court judges .
. 2. .....

.,.

ORCP

~.

and its predecessor, ORS 16.315, were modeled

after FRCP 14 (a) and have been in effect in Oregon since 1975.
Especially in the last couple of years, there has been a considerable
undercurrent of ferment with respect to the propriety of continued
utilization -of third-party practice in Oregon.

In. fact, in 1981,

the CouncU on Court Procedures voted to aboliSh third-party
practice-a decision later rescinded.

Currently, the CouncU is

again W).dertaking to review the area.

At the commencement of its

current term, the

Committ~

on Procedure and Practice thought it

desirable to undertake an empirical

e~amination

of this area and

make its specific recommendations to the Board of Bar Governors.
In short, the lawyers whom the Committee'

and consulted generally felt that although the th.ird-party
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practice statute ,was occasionally abused, in the overall prospective
it had been an effective procedural device and should be retained.
The. feeling was echoed amongst the members of the Bar that thirdparty practice in many instances contributed to the settlement of
cases which would otherwise have to be tried---for example, by
forcing the ultimate indemnitor (s) into the primary litigation.
The lawyers also felt that generally third-party practic"e was a
timesaving device, cutting down on discovery costs and often
avoiding the necessity for multiple trials.

Those attorneys who

had actually been through a third-party trial recognized the
added complexity. of the proceeding, but felt that it was not
that much more cumbersome or difficult than any case involving
multiple

defend~nts

with opposing interests or positions.

On the other hand, the judges who respond,ed to the
Committee's questionnaire were overwhelmingly in favor of abolishing third-party practice.

Of the approximately 25 written

responses received "from the circuit court judges, only three
indicated that their experience with third-party practice had
been favorable.

Amongst the reasons cited by t.'le judges for

their position were:
" 1.

Delays in getting a. third-party practice case at

issue--usually because of procrastination and delay bet"Aeen the
third-party plaintiff and the third-party defendant.
2.

'Third-party practice seems inherently to foster
.

increased and costly motion practice.
i:)elays in instituting the.

3.
."
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third~party
,

action,
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often forcing the otherwise deserving plaintiff to wait months
and even years to have his/her claim litigated (though, as.

r
!

•

i

mentioned, this sympathetic position for the deserving plaintiff
seems more a concern of the judiciary than of the plaintiff's
bar) •

4.

Discovery is complicated and del ayed---o f ten the

third-party defendant desires to engage in discovery that has
already been covered in the principal case, before the thirdparty complaint was filed.
5.

The trial of a third-party case becomes unwieldy,

cumbersome and complicated.

It is difficult to frame issues,

it is even more difficult to instruct, and the jury seems often
confused.

.

has filed his. Original. answer •
•

.(

. ".

relative embryonic

s~ge

of third-party practice in Oregon, yet

the Committee wonders why the courts, concerned with delays and
docketing prOblems, would permit a defendant to file a thirdparty complaint when it quite clearly

~~uld

result in a significant

delay of the proceeding or if it would prejudice the rights Qf
the original plaintiff.

Denying such leave would certainly not

be reversible error absent a clear abuse of discretion by the

trial court.
Moreover, ORCP 22C. specifically gives any party,
presumably at any time in the proceeding, the right to strike the
third-party claim or to segregate or sever the third-party issue.
If a plaintiff has been frustrated or stymied in its efforts to
obtain an early "day in court," such a motion should be made and
the court should be sensitive to the plaintiff's position.
,
i

:

Finally, ORCP 22E. specifically gives the court the

j

' '<,

right, even on its own motion, to segresate or sever the thirdparty claim.

Arguably,

thi~

device can and should be used in

any instance where the court in its judgment feels the third.party specter will unduly complicate. the trial or where the
. parties cannot agree on a reasonable procedural format for the
,

: conduct of the trial itself.
With due consideration, though, to the concerns of the
judges, the COIlIII1ittee undertook to examine the provisions of
ORCP 22C. in an effort to perhaps

~tengthen

the trial court's

control over third-party practice litigation and to eliminate
the potential prejudice to the
'.~'",,,.

:

ori9ina~

claimant.

Accordingly,

•

the Committee had recommended that ORCP 22C. be amended to read
as follows:

(The underlined portions reflect the proposed

changes.)
C.

Third-Party Practice.

C. (1) At any time after commencement of the
action, a defending party, as third-party
plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint
to be served upon a person not a party to the
action who is or may be liable to the thirdparty plaintiff for all or a part of the
plaintiff's claim against the third-party
plaintiff. The third-party plaintiff need
not obtain leave to make the service if the
third-party complaint is filed not later than
10 days after service of the third-party
plaintiff's original answer. Otherwise, the
third-party plaintiff must obtain leave on
motion upon notice to all parties to the action
and upon showing that tne third-part
laintiff
as actea w~t. ue a~ ~gence ~n r~ ~ng
e t ~rd
party compla~nt. Such leave shall not be given
~f ~t would sUbstantially prejudice the rights
of. existing parties or would unreasonably delay
~ or undul complicate the tr~al of the matter.
In.qrant~ng eave to t~ e a
~rQ-party complaint,
the court may ClO so unaer sucn terms and conCl~t~ons
as ~t deems appropr~ate•• "
At any ~e pr~or
to COmmencement ot tr~al, any party may move to
strike the thud-party claim or for its severance
or separate trial. • . .
These changes, though perhaps subtle, would hopefUlly accompliSh
the following:
1.

The burden would now be placed upon the third-party

plaintiff (the original defendant) to establish that it has acted
with due diligence in initiating the third-party complaint.

Hope-

fUlly, this would discourage third-party filings on the eve of
trial and would make the original defendants aware that thirdparty filinqs would have to be done with reasonable -dispa1:ch.
":",
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2.

The proposed amendment \oIOuld .make it clear that the

court CiID refuse leave to file the third-party complaint, not ·only
i f it WOuld prejudice the rights of existi,ng parties, but also if

it \oIOuld unreasonably or unduly complicate the trial.
3.

The Conunittee's amendment further \oIOuld give the

court the authority, as a condition precedent to allowing the filing
of the t:hird-party complaint, to impose such terms and conditions
as it deems reasonable and consistent wi~~ an effective and timely
disposition of the matter.

These stipulations could include such

!items as discovery deadlines and limitations, participation in a
pretrial conference to refine or define the issues, an agreement
to adhere to the original trial date, etc.

Failure to agree to

such terms or inability·to comply could result either in denial
of the motion to file a third-party complaint or the severance of
\.~..

.;

the third-party case from the main proceeding.
recognizes

~~t

(The Committee

the third-party defendant, who usually will not

even be aware of such leave· of such notion to file a third-party
complaint, conceivably<" could be prejudiced by deadlines or other
conditions· imposed' by the court---often perhaps done with the
collusive blessing of the original plaintiff and the third-party
plaintiff.

However, again, if a third-party defendant finds

itself prejudiced, the court should not hesitate in severing' or
segregating the third-party action.)
4.

Finally, ORCP 22C. \oIOuld be amended to· make it clear

that at any time prior to trial, any party may·nove to strike,
~'.-

.'

sever or segreqate the third-party claim.
. ~
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may implicitly suggest that such motion is

appropriate only in the early stages of the third-party practice •
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Minutes of Meeting - 6/19/82

Mr. Sahlstrom reported for the SUBCOMMITTEE ON ORCP
44 E. (access to hospital records). Mr. Sahlstrom moved the
adoption of the subcommittee proposal, a copy of which is
attached as Exhibit B. The motion was seconded by Mr. Velure.
Mr. Tait expressed his concern that the proposal, in restricting
access to records which are now available, would be substantive
innature and was beyond the jurisdiction of the Council.
Mr. Sweek, a representative of the, Oregon Association
of Defense Counsel, spoke against the proposal, stating that
the clear trend had been toward promoting and expanding discovery rather than restricting it. He objected to the provision requiring a showing of substantial need before access to
records could be gained, stating that without access to the
records it would be impossible for one to know if access were,
in fact, needed.

Before proceeding to a vote on the proposal, JUdge Dale
suggested that the proposal be divided into three parts:
1) That portion of the amendment requiring that a
civil action be filed before access would be allowed passed
with a vote of 9 in favor and 4 opposed:
\, ,.

2) That portion
directly to the subject
substantial need before
failed, with" 6 in favor
Velure changed his vote

liJIiiting access to records relating
incident and requiring a showing of
other records would be accessible
and 7 opposed, following which Hr.
from aye to nay: and

3} That portion of the amendment requiring that copies
of records discovered be provided to opposing counsel failed,
with a vote of 5 in favor and 8 opposed, with Hr. Velure
changing his vote from aye to nay.
Hr. CrOwe reported. for the THIBD PARTY PBAC'rJ:CE StJBstating that the subcommittee was deadlocked on
the question of retention Or abolishment of third party practice and that the subcommittee was turning the matt:er back
to the Council. A general discussion of the pros and cons
of third party practice followed, with Hr. Sahlstrom suggesting
that a mail vote of the entire Council be taken on the question.
Hr. Haldane was directed to undertake a mail vote of the COuncil if Chairman McEwen concurred.
The Council then discussed whether a mee~g on July 10
was necessary, and Judge Dde announced that the .,-u1110 lIleet-"
"" "1119" would be dependent
on the-eaU o~·the~~:.:
;c;,<:..,,·.,t%~~~;-:
.
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
-;

Minutes of Meeting Held July 31, 1982
Judge Dale's Courtroom
Multnomah' County Courthouse
Portland, Oregon
Present:

Absent:

Austin W. Crowe, Jr.
William M. Dale, Jr.
Robert H. Grant
Wendell E. Gronso
John F. Hunnicutt
Roy Kilpatrick
Donald W. McEwen
Edward L. Perkins

Frank H. Pozzi
E. B.. Sahls trom
James C. Tait
Wendell H. Tompkins
Lyle C. Velure
James W. Walton
William W. Wells

John H. Buttler
J. R. Campbell
John M. Copenhaver
John J,. Higgins
William L. Jackson
, Robert t~. Redding
Bill L. Williamson
(Also in attendance were Douglas A. Haldane of Council
staff, members of the Oregon State 'Bar, and representatives of the insurance industry.)

The minutes of the meeting of June 19, 1982 were
approved and adopted as distributed. Mr. James W. Walton
was suggested as treasurer for the Council and was elected
without objection.
Judge Wells reported on the work of the .,Juven1.le
Services Coumd.ssion regarding the revising of the Rules of
'Procedure for Juvenile Courts. A tentative draft of those
rules had been distributed to Council members prior to the
meetin~. Judge Wells reported that the public heari~s
process was resulting in numerous significant changes' to the
tentative draft, and the Council's attention to the rules
of procedure was probably premature at this time. The matter
was set over until such time as the Juven1.le Services Commission reports a final draft.

.

,
c,''''.

~"

1

Following Judge Wel}.s' report, a lengthy discussion
of thh'dpart:y pract;ice took place.: The c1i8cussion indica..
ted'thatt:h~ p,art;y'..'practice 1uuI'rece£ved,B:::,grea:t:,~al0.£-:,.

",:
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Meeting - 7/31/82

Council time and attention hthe past, but no issues had been
resolved and third party practice remains as controversial as
ever. Controversy exists between those that believe third
party practice actually increases the costs and the'amount of
time necessary to see a lawsuit throu~ to its completion
and those that belieVe that third ,parry practice actually
reduces the time and costs. One particular problem that has
been pointed out is that of late filin~s of third party complaints. While ORCP 22 requires that a third party complaint
be filed not later than 10 days after service of the third
party plaintiff's original answer or leave of court must be
obtained, it is a common practice 'among lawyers to stipulate
to a late f11ing of the original defendant' s answer which then
makes the 'filing of the third party complaint later than
anticipated.
In' an attempt to alleviate this problem, Mr. Crowe
moved, with Judge Dale's second, that the time for filing a
third party complaint begin to run from the service of the
summons and complaint upon defendant and that the defendant
have 60 days from the date of service to try to file a third
party complaint as a matter of right. Thereafter, leave of
court would have to be obtained for the filing of a third
party complaint.

The discussion was interrupted at this point wMle

Mr. Haldane distributed to Council members the 'results of
the straw poll taken on third party practice. A copy of the

results of that poll are 'attached to these 'minutes as Appendix A.
During discussion on the motion,it was pointed out
that third party practice allows handling all parties to a
particular occurrence in a single 'lawsuit without the necesairy of a number of suits being filed. On the 'other hand.
in many eases the plaintiff will lose 'on the principal claim
and thus everything would have been taken. ,care 'of in one
lawsuit without the necessity of bringing in multiple parties.
The practical matter of setting dockets where 'there are a
number of lawyers involved in an invididual ease was pointed
out, and the point was made 'that having additional defendants
in a ease aids settlement. Mr. Crowe"s motion to amend
ORCP 22 failed with a vote of 5 in favor and 10 opposed.

4.
~7

~

Mr. Kilpatrick then moved, wi'th Mr. Gronso's second,
that third party practice be .abolished in tort claims only.
Following a,discussion .aux:Loundingthe diff1culty .of detexmin'ing whetliu' a case 'souudedin ,s:ortor otheiw1ae;8Dclth~.Prob~~:.
lem presented by multiple-count claims with only some 'soutuling ,

Minutes of Meeting - 7/31/82
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in tort, Mr. Sahlstrom moved to amend the motion to abolish
'third party practice in personal injury cases. The amendment
was accepted by Mr. Kilpatrick and Mr. Gronso, but the motion
failed with a vote of 6 in favor and 9. opposed.
,

.'

A discussion followed which seemed to express the Council's
frustration at its inability to resolve what most members recognized as problems with ORCP 22. Mr. McKeown suggested that the
Council should focus on the problem of the last-minute third party
complaint, and see if the issue could, be resolved. He inquired
of Mr. Crowe as to whether Mr. Crowe would be willing to resubmit
his proposed amendment deleting that language which would allow
a late filing of a third party complaint with leave of court.
: Mr. Crowe stated that that would be acceptable so long as the
; right of the defendant to plead in a third party defendant would·
be absolute for a period of six months following the service of
the sUlllll10ns and complaint. Mr. Gronso responded that the sixmonth period was too long and would not solve the problem of
costs involved in discovery undertaken by the third party defendant
which had already been completed by the initial parties. He suggested a period of 90 days rather than six months. After some
further discussion, Mr. Crowe moved, with Mr. Pozzi's second,
that ORCP 22 be amended to allow the filing of a third party
complaint for a period of 90 days after the service of sUlllll10ns
and complaint upon defendant and not thereafter. Mr. Tait suggested that there was nothing wrong with filing a late third-party
complaint if all parties agreed and suggested that the filing of
the third party complaint after 90 days from the date of service
of the sUlllll10ns and complaint should be allowed if stipulated to
by the parties. Judge Hunnicutt suggested that if the late
filing of a third party complaint was .ee be allowed by stipulation, it should only be with leave of court. Mr. Tait originally
opposed the leave of court language, but after Judge Tompkins
pointed out the docketing problems of last-minute continuances
whi~h might be caused by late filings, Mr. Tait agreed. and Mr.
Crowe and Mr. Pozzi agreed to an amendment to their motion, which
would allow the late filing of third party complaints if stipulated to by the parties and with leave of court. The motion
passed with 14 in favor and 1 abstention.

I

Hr. Haldane distributed a draft of a proposed amendment
to ORCP 7 D. (4), but since the subcommittee had not had an opportunity to meet and make a recommendation. Mr. Gronso moved. with
Hr. Sahlstrom's second, that the matter be re-referred to the
subcollllll1ttee. The motion was adopted unanimously.
Hr. Velure moved, with Hr• Pozzi• s second, to reconsider
the action taken by the' Cowcil at the June 19 meeting adopting an
. ~nc1ment to ORCP 47·~ s,,,mhaxyjudgment. He stated hi8.~cr,cm.~j"·V ei;'"
that the amendment as adopted wiU b~ construed by the' tr1a1 'coUrt ".
to require stating the uniier1ying facts and opinions of an expert

".

- -.
NOTICE

!

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO OREGON RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

August 9, 1982

The Council on Court Procedures is considering 'proposed amendments to the
Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure. The Council plans to submit these amendments
to the 1983 Legislative Assembly. As provided in ORS 1.735, these amendments
would go into effect unless rejected or changed by the Legislature.
The Council will be releasing a tentative draft of the amendments to secure
comment and suggestions. Written COllllllents and suggestions may be submitted to the
Executive Director of the Council. In addition, any interested person is encouraged
to present testimony relating to the tentative amendmenU at the Council's public
hearings •. The Council will conduct those public hearings according to the following
schedule:
TIME

PLACE

SePt. 11, 1982

9:30 a.m.

cascade Natural Gas Co1mInm1ty Service Room,
334 N.E. Hawthorne Street, Bend, Oregon

Sept. 30, 1982
(Thursday)

9:30 a.m.

Harris Hall (Main Meeting Room), Lane County
Courthouse, Corner of 8th & Oak, Eugene, Oregon

Oct. 23, 1982

9:30 a.m.

Willamette University College of Law,
Classroom E (off lobby), 250 Winter Street S.E.
(one block from Capitol), Salem, Oregon

Nov. 6, 1982

9.:30 a.m.

Thunderbird Coliseum (Oregon Room), 1225 North
Thunderbird Way, Portland, Oregon

Nov. 20, 1982

9:30 a.m.

County Collllllissioners' Meeting :Room (llm. 602),
Hultnomah County Courthouse, Portland, Oregon

,

--.

The Council will take final action on proposed amendments to the rules of
procedure in December 1982.
The following is a IIUIIIIII&rY of amendments which have been adopted or proposed
for adoption so far:

~
Mopted
OIlCP 21 A. - DEFENSES AND OIlJECTlONS; HOW PllESERTED. To cure any abiga1ty
in the ab1U.t:y of the court to allow leave to _ d after a IIlOtion to cl1sm1ss has
been granted, Rule 21 A. will be lIIIIeI1ded to specif1ea11y refer to leave to amend
under 0!lCP 23 D. The amendment would also make it clear that judgment may be
entered if leave to amend is not granted.

=~"::~=I=~:E!"::~=E~~;Jm,'
the p1dJltUf'a

.-oIlS

lUId COIIIP1dJlt on the 4ef...... ~ ..g party. V1t:tU.n thfl.90

APPENDIX ."B"

aay8'~

...•...

.......
- 2 third parties may be pled in as a matter of right. After 90 days, third parties
may only be pled,in by stipulation of the e~stin~:parties and leave of court.-----l
.
.
ORCP 44 E. - ACCESS TO HOSPITAL 'RECORDS. The rule will be amended to allow
access to hospital records to one against whom a "ci.vil action" has been filed,
rather than a "claim."
~.

ORCP 47 - StlMMARy JUDGMENT. When, in opposing a motion for summary judgment,
it wonld be necessary to provide the opinion of an expert to raise a material issue
of fact, an affidavit of counsel that a qualified expert is willing to testify to
facts and opinions 'which raise a material issue of fact will be an adequate basis
for the court to deny the motion.
ORCP 63 - JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VEBDICT. The rule will be amended
to 1Ilake it clear that the motion for directed verdict referred to in ORCP 63 A. is
a lDOtion made at the close of all the evidence, not one made at the close of the
plaintiff's case-in-chief.
PrOposed
ORCP 7.

The rule would be amended to:

(1) Specifically allow service on a county by serving the county clerk or
person performing the duties of that office;

(2)

Specifically allow certification of mailing by the attorney for any

party;
(3) Require mailing a copy of the SUlDlllOUS and complaint to the defendant's
insurance carrier 'When making substituted service on the Department of Motor
Vehicles before a defanlt may be taken, when the identiti of the insurance carrier
is known to the plaintiff.
ORCP 9 B. - SERVICE; BOW MADE. To cure an ambiguity, the proposed _dment
would 1Ilake it clear that it applies to all parties, represented by an attorney or uot.

*

*

*

Additional matters may be brought to the Council's attention during the
h!!&rings process •

.
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Judge Buttler.
vote.

The proposed amendment failed on a voice

Regarding service by mail on a defendant's insurance
carrier, if known, under Rule 7, Judge Dale mqved, with
Judge Londer's second, that the service by mail be required
to be registered or certified. The motion passed unanimously.
Mr. Marcus then discussed his proposal on OP~P 22.
It was the consensus of members of the Council that no
further action would be taken on ORCP 22. The Council also
adopted Rule 9 as proposed in the draft for final consideration of December 4, 1982.
Mr. Newell then explained the proposals of the Bar's
Procedure and Practice Committee which had been adopted by
the Bar on September 30, 1982.
Mr: Sahlstrom moved that the current ORCP 21 be amended

by having the last sentence included in the draft for final
consideration. JUdge Londer seconded the motion. The motion
passed with only Judge Hunnicutt voting in opposition.
Regarding Rule 22, it was suggested that the language
requiring "agreement of all parties who have appeared and
leave on motion" be changed to "agreement of parties who have
appeared and leave of court." This suggestion was incorporated in Judge Londer's motion that the language proposed in the
draft for final consideration be adopted. Mr. Sahlstrom
seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.
__ Mr. Walton moved, with Mr. Crowe's second, to adopt
the amendments to Rule 40 as proposed. The motion passed
unanimously.

The Bar's proposal regarding amendments to Rule 43
was the subject of a motion by Mr. Velure to reject the
proposed amendment. Mr. Sahlstrom seconded the motion. The
motion to reject was carried unanimously.
Mr. Walton moved, with JUdge Buttler's second, to
approve as proposed the amendments to Rule 44. The motion
was adopted unanimously.

_
• :-Jt1dgeDah.t moved.c:wi1;h .:rU;1ge.Bu~er'ssec:cma" thaj;,,;,.;,;_
the emendmen1!s to -RUle ,47 be- adopted as -proposed.:-. The- ;. -~~.' ,motion passed on a voice vote. - '_. - - '
.

'.

Comments
Marcus 12/4/82
page 2

,

A party who has appeared-without providing an
appropriate address for service and for whom
no effective mailing address is actually known
may be served by placing a copy of the pleading
or other papers in the court file.
RULE 22:

Third party practice

Why not make stipulation and leave of court for
a late third party complaint disjunctive rather than conjunctive?
It seems to me that the court ought to be able to consider the
diseconomy of a separate action plus a motion to consolidate
when weighing the plaintiff's objections to bringing in a third
party defendant.

r
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. 'letter 'request for production from one attorney to another under
Rule 43 would be sufficient to compel production under Rule 46 •
. Coincidentally. Mr. Haldane had received a communication from
the Chief Justice Indicating that some trial courts were
.. "concer-ned that the tr Ia 1 court f i I es were be I ng c I uttered with
. ': requests for' 'productlonwhen these were matters with which the
cqurtdid not really need to be involved unless someone moved for
,a' ..protect·i ve order' or' to compe I product i on. Mr. Ha I dane
distributed to the Council' proposed changes to RUle 43 and Rule'
.46 which would make It' Possible for a letter request to be made
:0£
opposing party without filing the request in court.
F'illng of the request. would only be necessary If a protective
..order were sought by the one of'whom the request was being made
,or. if tile, one maklng·th.e 'request moved to compel discovery. It
was suggested that the proposed language. "provided It is shown
.that the request was prop'er I y made". appear i ng on Page 6 of Ru 1e
. ".;.; 4'6:· was redundant.· JIJdge Ba'rron moved. with Mr. Foote's second.
-;
s-·,,·.that the' r-ut e Changes' to Ru I es 43 and 46 .be adopted with the
"C' ·.~".redundancy, on Page.6 . o f Rule 46 being stricken.
The motion was
.. ··'::.·i~·adoPted unan Imous I y .:i:/:.. " ":.': .:
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. , ..,:",,''-' Mr.. Haldane then' submitted a proposed amendment to Rule 69
.... ·:·· . :~whlch would affect the':purpose 'of a previously SUbmitted proposal
......: "';""Of: ·the Bar's Practice' & Procedure ,Committee •.' If adopted. the .
',' .':' ···:}?:proposal:wolJld. require that. notice be given to any party Who had
.....". .:..<; ····':i·appeared::'in: an .actiton or to 'any party Who was represented by an
":'.'. ·:·::··~attorney·when·that·representation was known before one could
··'·;>'{·:;;~~;,;'f¥ake an order 'of·.defau'lt.~--:The Council by consensus Indicated
.,'''. :f}.,·'.·· '''~:~:thSt knowt"edge thata::part)/.was represented should be SUfficient
.":';'" ;'(\:Z1f~it!ci;:;i nvoke<the' requ {reme{\t:~;ot':not I ce;: that the parenthetIcaI
": .?~.£t;£'!~1~ran9uBg·e~ c:vrrentl Y:',f Ii ''R~l 'e '69: referrI ng to' representat t on by an .
"'f:' '~t:·~t~At:~rneY~~·S:h6i:dd.tie·~retafned/'aridt,hat·
the Councl I needed to look .
'.",:~::.:~,{';t'~j[i..~r~~f~ua,'l::tM)f'~'tf.~~r.Ef.~.t~~-t;~Jf.r.es~n~es" by pro. se defendants are "":.
:'~~U'~.i.~~~t};~.C;:.eJ,,:;e:Cl';~l3.~:;,l::"~s.PPI1.sf.\te.~',P},~a.~fr:t9S~.';· Mr•. Ha Idane was asked to
: ~.
,~~:.,,:~t}?:.t~~~'T~<?rJ(~;;t;Q:~:,R.\JI.,e }?,?PS~s,~lfP(l~~ ~.~,tr~.and~Ubmlt It for. Counc: f.t, .
, '>\0:,: ,'i.' ".'·"·l'~t~co.ns Iderat4.on·, at ,::~:ts l.'IeX1;;.me.et,1 Og. '.:'''':'' .,. '.: .
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~ .~.:", '''}.·'.:'::~.~;1''l:hlrd ..party:';act,f on ,..8 ..t il frd party p Ia f nt If'f .shou I d have 60 days
,':::r~;·,,,:"';';~"3i~~"'n~~:fc h (t:.O:~lserve, the,'th frd party def"endant~·. Mr ~ Conboy..
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;, ::,·.~;;.,-ii.~;~~'<$(jggested:that· 5 f nce a def'endant ·.cou Id st f 11 f' t te an fndepe'ndent
':f~~::11jo~~)f#l~Ffon ;~f9rj~J:ndefl)l'\f.ty~or.::contrI but (on,' '.there was no purpose ,( n~;::
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,
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RuJ.e 69 as submitted be adopted, which would not require notice
to take an order of default and would onJ.y require notice before
making app~ication for judgment in the event that an eVidentiary
hearing was required. The motion was adopted by a vote of 10 in
favor and 6 opposed. Those voting in favor were: Mr. Schroeder,
Mr. Woods, Mr. Harter, Mr. Starr, Mr. Nob~e, Judge Tyner, JUdge
Riggs, Mr. Foote, Judge Tompkins, and Judge Jackson. Those
opposed were: Mr. Conboy, Judge Barron, Ms. Rodman, Mr. Pratt,
Judge Jones, and Judge Butt~er.
The COuncil then turned its attention to proposed ~e
changes which would meet concerns which have been expressed by
the Legis~ative Task Force on Liability Insurance. A report of
the Task Force, as well as a Bil~ for an Act to amend certain
portions of the Oregon RuJ.es of Civi~ Procedure, was distributed.
That Bill for an Act would e~iminate summary judgment in all
cases not arising under contract, would eliminate requests for
production and admission in cases not arising under contract,
and would eliminate third party practice entire~y. The Task
Force also recommended the adoption of ~anguage similar to
FRCP 11.
'
Submit;ted for COuncil consideration were proposals differing!
substantiaJ.1y from Task Force recommendations but which were
'I
designed to effect what was considered to be the Task Force's
pUrpOses. COpies of those proposals amending Rules 17. 21. 22,
43. 46 and 47 are attached to these minutes. Mr. Hal dane
explained that the changes to Rules 21 and 47 would allow the
question of the. existence of a duty running from. a defendant to
a plAintiff in a tort: action and the existence of a va1id
statute of J.1mitations defense to be raised by a IIIOtion under
Rule 21 A. and considered on the basis of matters outside the
pJ.eadings. Motions fOr summary judgment wouJ.d be discouraged by
the lI18ndatory 1mposition of costs on any party fiUng such a
IIIOtion when that motion was denied.
The proposal. regaMlng Rule 22 woul.d, exempt froID tb1rd
party practice any case invoJ.ving contribution among joint
tort:feasors. The effect of the change woul.d be to eJ.1minate
th1rd party practice in contribution cases but to retain it in

--1

cases for indemnity.

The proposed changes to Rules 43 and 46 would allow the
retention of requests for production and requests for admission
but would pJ.ace the burden of estabJ.ishing a party's right to
discovery under those provisions on the party requesting
discovery.
.

.•

-.
\

-

The proposal. to 8Illen<1 Rule, 17 wouJ.d 1mpose sanctions on an
. attomey.. or·a pa2:ty"Or','both" fOrsigntng a ,P,1ead.ing .or 1II01;10n" .:~;.,<i.(:
"wI,1ich w8$":"!nterPosecs':foz:- harassment-i'delaY,' oran'1ncre-ase 1i\ '" .'.' .
the '~st .01' J.i1:$o9&1:ioo.

.,p"
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Mr. Schroeder suggested that substitution of FRCP 11 for
ORCP 17 wouJ.d address a~~ concerns regarding summary judgment
and discovery by imposing sanctions against an attorney or a
party who signed any pleading. motion. or other paper. the
purpose of which was harassment. de~ay. or a needless increase
in cost of ~itigation.

The councaj, recessed brief~y
reproduced and distributed.

whi~e

copies of FRCP 11 were

Upon reconvening. Mr. Bai~ey suggested the COunci~ de~
with an issue which appeared re~ative~y simp~e to reso~ve
invo~ving RuJ.e 1.
It has been suggested by many that the use of
periods following the capi~ ~etter designation of sections
throughout the ORCP was cumbersome. particuJ.ar~y in citing the
~es.
The staff had previous~y exp~ored the possibility of
de~eting periods and had determined that the cost of making such
a change was prohibitive. Since the prob~em arises not in the
text of ·the ~es or statutes but in the citation form. it was
suggested that the problem couJ.d be resolved simp~y by changing
the ~e on citation form by de~eting the periods. Judge Riggs
moved. with Mr. Schroeder's second. that RuJ.e 1 be amended to
de~ete the period following "section 0." in the phrase "ORCP 7
0.(3)(a)(i)." The motion was adopted by voice vote.

f
~'"

RULE:,~7.
Judge Barron moved. with Mr. Schroeder's second.
that FRCPlDe substituted for current ORCP 17. with the de~etion
of the fourth sentence of FRCP 11. Hr. Schroeder stated that
it was his purpose to meet aJ.l. of the concerns of the Legisl.ative
Task Force regarding the ORCP with the adoption of a new Rul.e 17
except for concerns regarding third- party practice. The motion
was adopted with 11 in favor and 4 opposed. Judge Jackson. Mr.
Foote. Judge Butler. and Mr. conboy were opposed.

RULE: 46. Hr. conboy moved. with Hr. Schroeder's second.
- that no cbenges be lIlede in the current Rul.e 46. The motion was
adopted by voice vote.
RULE: 47. Hr. Schroeder then moved. with Mr. Pratt's
second. that no c:benges be made in Rul.e 47. 'J.'bat motion was
approved with a vote of 10 in favor and 5 opposed. voting in
opposition were:
Judge Riggs. Hr. Foote. Mr. COnboy. Judge
Buttler. and Mr. Nob~e•
. RULE: 43. Hr. Pratt moved. wi1;1\ Judge Riggs' second. that
the proposed amendments to. Ru1e 43 be rejected. The motion was
adopted by voice vote.
.

~:~-,,:.~ :,.. ~:. the 'p=s:t~e~v~;":=~ ~~:~C::;s ~~~ptl;'"'
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contr1bui:ion from the third party
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ruJ.e.

Hr. Pratt. . . ...
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raised the question as to the effect of this proposal.. The
matter was tabled briefly in an attempt to ascertain whether it
would be possible to circumvent the intent of the proposal. b Y
filing a separate lawsuit for contribUtion and them moving to
consolidate the two cases for trial..
'

0

While attempting to ascertain the effect of the proposal.,
the COuncil turned its consideration to a proposal. to amend Rule
70.

'-

RULE: 70. Judge Barron explained that the proposal. to amend
Rule 70 was submitted at the request of the State COurt
Administrator's Office. He reported that court clerks had
experienced difficulties in ascertaining certain factors
regarding judgments and that the proposed rule change would
require that specific information be required in each form of
judgment submitted. Judge Buttler expressed the concern that if
these specific matters became a requirement, the appe1late courts
would be compelled to consider that no final. judgment had been
entered if it did not strictly comply with the rule. It was
suggested that the concerns of the court clerks were
administrative in nature and could be more appropriately
addressed by the Chief Justice promulgating a Uniform Trial.
COurt Rule to deal with the problem. Judge Barron moved, with
Ms. Rodman' s second, that the proposal. to amend Rule 70 be
adopted. The motion faUed, with a vote of 5 in favor and 7
opposed.
RULE: 22. The councu was unable to ascertain whether it
would be possible to circumvent the intent of the proposed
amendments to Rule 22 through a separate action end a motion to
consolidate. Mr. Pratt expressed his opinion ·that it woul.d not
be possibJ.e to circumvent the rule and. with that understanding,
Mr. Schroeder's previous motion to adopt the proposed cbange'to
Rule, 22 was defeated with 3 in favor and 9 opposed.
.
Having addressed concerns of the Legislative Task Force,
Mr. Haldane requested that he be granted sOIIle latitude both in

expJ.aining councU action and in working with J.egisJ.ative
committees if it became apparent that J.egisl8.tlve ~uc1gaent
differed from that of the COuncU. Mr. Haldene wes cUrected to
cooperate as fully as possibJ.e with legisJ.ative COIlIIIlittees in
addressing their concerns while presenting and expJ.aining
COuncil actions.

., '~

Mr. Haldane stated that the COuncil. is required by statute
to have a treasurer. The eJ.ected treasurer was Mr. KyJ.e, who
had submitted bis resignation. Ms. Rodmen was eJ.ected by
.acc] ematton 'to serve as treasurer.
. .._·~·t,.:~ -. ~' '. ":
., -; ;
..~
. ~
;.>J::~; ~~.' ..;~.~~~1::'~.:'.;~;;~~.\~;..,..
Having completed the agenda, Mr. BaUey . ~ if' 1:here
was any' further action 'to be taken.' Judge Barron suggested that
',o
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BURT, SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER, McCANN & SMITH, P.C.
ATIORNEYS AT LAW

C"IL\ft1.t'S O. fl1'RT
o. KEml~A:o-...-..oS
StlLF.lAnn:s
I. MK"UAEl AI.fXA:'Io'OER
OOSAI.O w. M.<"A....-S
GIlEC".oa.,· A. SMrm

OF

sss STATE STREET

cor "SSEL

SUITE 1000
GEORGE':';. OROSS
OA\·W W. Hrrn.£

SALEM. OR 97:101·3571
FAX (503) 5AA-7179

(503) .581-2421

April 27, 1994
Steve Shepard
Attorney at La
Suite 302
767 Willa tte St.
Eugene
R 97401
Re:

OR

97045

Council on Court Procedures

Dear Steve and Nancy:
At the last meeting the Council on Court Procedures discussed
the issue of findings of fact concerning awards of attorney's fees
under ORCP 68. Particularly, we discussed the provisions of ORCP
68(C)(4)(c)ii. That rule reads as follows:
"The court shall deny or award in whole or in part the
amount sought as attorney's fees or costs and ii. f
disbursements. No findings of fact or conclusions of law..
shall be necessary."

.

We engaged in quite a bit of discussion concerning the need to
address awards of attorney's fees, particularly in areas of social
importance, such as civil rights cases •. In addition, I think:that.
one could argue that almost any statute allowing for attorney's
fees represents a pUblic policy encouraging attorneys to undertake
cases for clients who would not otherwise be in a position to
retain their services. There were also comments by a number of
judges on the council indicating' that. they routinely . do make
findings in attorney fee cases when objections are filed.
. .:"~':'-"'?'

It would seem that an amendment t.o' the't-iite "could" take a
number of forms, including the following:
1.
"The court shall make findings of fact and
conclusions of law with regard to the award of attorney's
fees."
2.
"The trial court may make findings of fact and
conclusions of law on awards of attorney's fees."
3.
"The trial court shall make findings. of ·fact. and".",.". ' f , >
conclus,ions, of .law on . awards: .•of· ... attorney's ..fees ...if:.;;~;d>".; . _...,-" ...'
requested by any interes1i.ed party'.:n'-.,. :".;<,.,..':,;if;~"'f"j'-.::;,.:j._.,:"",it!%~;i~';·:·'''0j,';;,c"
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Steve Shepard & Nancy Tauman
Council on Court Procedures
April 27, 1994
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4.
"The trial court shall make findings of fact and
conclusions of law on the issue of attorney's fees when
requested by all interested parties."
"The trial court is encouraged to make findings of
fact and conclusions of law on the issue of attorney's
fees when requested by any interested party to the
action, and when the decision involves an issue that is
not only important to the parties, but also important to
the general policy supporting the award 'of attorney's
fees."
5.

These are obviously only some of my suggestions on possible
changes to Rule 68(C).
However, I think that the threshold
question would be whether the Council feels that any change to the
rule is appropriate. Therefore, I would'propose that a motion' be·····
presented to the council with essentially the following language:
"Should the Council on Court Procedures consider
amendments to ORCP Rule 68(C)(4)(c)ii regarding findings
of fact and conclusions of law relating to an award of
attorney's fees."
If this motion is passed, then we should discuss an
appropriate form for any amendment. If the motion fails, then the
rule should obviously retain its current form. I do feel that the
question of whether any change is necessary is always the first one
that should be addressed.
.
I would appreciate your thoughts on this issue not only at the
next meeting, but beforehand if appropriate.
Sincerely,
BURT, SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER, McCANN, & SMITH, P.C.
."
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J. Michael Alexander
JMA/jb
.
CC: Maury Holland, University of oregon
School of Law, Rm. 311
1101 Kincaid St.
Eugene OR 97401
John Hart
Attorney at Law
Suite 2000
1000 SW Broadway·
Portland OR '97205
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A'ustinl9\Xuy
Attorneys at Law - - - - - - - - - - - - - Patricia Crain
Penny L. Austin
Michael S. Guy

Area Code 503
Thle 770-6720
Fax 734-7425

201 West Main Street, Suite 3D
Medford, Oregon 97501

April 27, 1994

Mr. Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director
university of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, OR 97403-1221
Re:

Council on Court Procedures

Dear Mr. Holland:
Please find enclosed a copy of a letter from Ronald Cue who
writes regarding what he perceives to be an inconsistency between
the Juvenile.Code and the Evidence Code as to the ability to.
exclude evidence in child abuse cases. It appears that in 1989,
when the new privilege was established, the privilege was not
made subject to the same rules as other kinds of privileges under
419B.040. As it may have been an oversight, perhaps a correction
suggestion by our committee would be appropriate.
Very truly yours,
GUY

PC/yd
Enclosure
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.A-tt.c.1I.lI'e.tIt -. ,
RONALD K. CUE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
125 N. Second SI.
P.O. Box 1228
Ashland. Oregon 97520
(503) 482·3885
Fax (503) 482-4215

April 22, 1994

Patricia Crain
Attorney at Law
201 W. Main Street. #3D
Medford. Oregon 97501
Dear Pat:
With respect to the Oregon Court Procedures Committee, I
mentioned to you that I found an inconsistency in the privileges
regarding reporting of child abuse. Those child abuse reporting
requirements were changed over to Chapter 419B by the 1993
legislature. 'Chapter 419B.OI0 defines when such a report has to be
made and by whom, being a public or private official as defined 'in ,'.;<,
419B.045(3). Further, ORS 419B.040 states that a number of the
privileges are not grounds for excluding -evidence in court
proceedings on' child abuse. These. do include .the· psychotherapist-, ,
patient 'privilege, the physician-patient privilege, and the .reglstered.j'
clinical social privilege. However, in 1989, anew privilege was. , .. established under ORS 40.262, ORE 507, called a' counselor-client ' i " . " "
privilege, as defined in 675.715. It appears that thepersonjust has,.:,;:~,; ..'c.• -:.•.•.•,:.;.,.,,,.
., ....
to' be licensed as a professional counselor 8S,defirted in Chapter . 675:'X:;" ,...'
Logically, this privilege should then be excluded from being
..."
applicable to a child abuse proceeding as' stated in ORS 419H.040.
. ,' ..
However, it is not. It -seems that419B.040 should then be amended
,,':. :.
to mention this privilege also. I currently have a case in. which my
client made statements to some sort of counselor, which· were then
reported and he is now subject to prosecution..' I am attempting to'
keep that evidence out on the basis that the Rule 507 privilege is not'
subject to 419B.040.
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This apparent inconsistency between the juvenile code and the
evidence code perhaps needs to be looked at and made consistent.
Respectfully' yours,

Q\C tu-t 11
RONAID K. CUE
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